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*Plane output up 50 percent since
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(.Following is the text of the address to
the Nation delivered ty Donald M. Nel
son. Chairman of the War Production
Board, on March 17.)
America today is producing weapons
of war in large volume. I spent all yes
terday afternoon at the Army proving
grounds. There I saw our new tanks
and guns tested. I want you to know
I was proud of those weapons. They are
the best in the world, and weare making
a lot of them. SincePearl Harbor, plane
production, for example, has gone up
more than 50 percent. But this is no rea
son for false complacency. We are no
where near our goals. We need more
and forever more of thece v/eapons, and
we need them Jiou?. We have got to re
alize the value of time.
Here is what time is worth. A ma
chine-gun factory in full swing can
equip a whole regiment In a day and a
half. Thirty-six hours of work. That's
why hours are important. Every minute
counts.
We won't stand for waste of time
Yet some manufactui'ers have cometo
the War Production Board to plead for
justa few extra months before going into
war production. Some of them want to
delay over details. Some of them argue
before awarding a subcontract. I know
of a case where twenty-six days were
wasted just this way. You and1will not
stand for that.
Then, too,I knew of cases where work
ers in war plants havebeentold byother
workers—by men in their own unions—
to keep production down, to take it easy,
not to hurry, to spread the job out and
make the work last. You and I will not
stand for that either,
Will knock down indifference
These cases are not typical. They are
becoming fewer and fewer. In myopin
ion they simply reflsct the fact that a
few people just haven't got it through
their heads that this is a life-and-death
matter. I pledge myword to the Ameri
can people that I will knock down such
Indifierence or interference wherever I
find It. .
The War Production Drive has been
launched this week to faring us all to
gether in one united, determined team
and to awaken every one of you to your
importance in the war.
During the next two weeks there are
a series of regional meetings to explain
the War Production Drive to labor nnd
management. After these meetings, its
success is up to the men and women,
labor andmanagement in the plants. It
is a voluntary eSort.
The plan provides for joint labor-
(.Continued on page 16)
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needed in a wartime economy. The ban
on "bright work" was extended to all
types of motor vehicles and trailers.
Automobile license plates were trimmed
down, except in special instances, to
small date tabs. Plumbing and heating
equipment was simplified further
WPB's Division of Industry Operations
undertook to round up white metal in
handsofcostume jewelers. If theydon't
sell, WPB probably will requisition. The
iron and steel branch called in makers of
metal lath and discussed curtailing their
product to save sheet steel.
Producers and basic fabricators of
aluminum and magnesium were given an
rating on orders for repair, main
tenance, and operating supplies, The
demand for steel-hardening molybdenum
overtook the supply and the Division of
Industry Operations imposed a complete
allocation system.
The Bureau of Industrial Conserva
tion enlisted the WPA to help collect
scrap metals and rubber from the Na
tion's farms.
War Production Board Chairman Nel
son told America by radio last week that
GUI' plane production has gone up 50 per
cent since Pearl Harbor. "But this is no
reason for false complacency," he warned.
"We are nowhere near our goals." He
declared that WPB's War Production
Drive is a straightforward, team effort
toward those goals.
Mr. Nelson said also that "we have
got to realize the value of time." He
gave point to this admonition when he
slashed red tape from the relations be
tween WPB and the War Department.
Henceforth, any man in either agency is
to go directly to the man with whom he
has business in the other.
Conversion moves forward
Meanwhile WPB ordered a 25 percent
cut in typewriter production for big com
panies in the rest of March and in April
and May. Later output of the machines
will be smaller, as guns roll off instead.
Typewriters made will be rationed, with
the major part going to the Army and
Navy.
Manufacture of household metal fur
niture wasforbidden after May31. WPB
will take steps to get weapons out of this
industry too. Iron and steel to make
beds, springs, and mattresses were sharply
curtailed.
Automotive phonographs (juke boxes),
weighing and amusement machines wUl
stop coming off the production lines May
1 and largequantities of critically needed
metalswill thus be released for weapons.
In the meantime the manufacturers will
be allowed to complete a 3-month quota
in 2 months.
While these things were going on,
Mr. Nelson asked the Special Senate
Committee Investigating the National
Defense Program to look into charges by
Robert R. Guthrie, former chief of the
WPB textile, leather, and clothing
branch. In resigning. Mr. Guthrie as
serted some dollar-a-year men were im
peding efforts to put industry on a war
basis.
There were other measures to increase
the supply of materials to those indus
tries where they are most critically
Rayon and wooi
WPB ordered rayon makers to turn
over a certain amount of viscose staple to
worsted manufacturers, who will try
blending It with their limited supply of
new wool. Use of coconut oil, palm ker
nel oil, and several other glycerine-pro
ducing oils was restricted. A separate
order limited the purposes to which palm
oU may be put. The Materials Division
announced meanwhile that manufacture
ofindustrialalcohol fromgrainwas mov
ing forward successfully with a large ex-
pected saving of sugar-producing
molasses.
Using another of the instruments at
Its command, the Division of Industry
Operations put governmental control
over imports of mica, palm kernels, palm
kernel oil. pig and hog bristles, horse
mane and tail hair, istle, and shellac.
Railroad requirements for 36,000
freight cars and 1,260,000 tons of heavy
rail are to be filled in 1942, and the Di
rector of Industry Operations, on recom
mendation of the Requirements Commit
tee, has directed the Iron and steel branch
March 24, 1942
to schedule the materials. Also, WPB
gave railways broader priorities for
maintenance and operation. Transpor
tation Director Eastman warned thepub
lic that wartime demands on the trains
are going to make"travelas usual" more
difficult.
Priorities system to be changed
The Director of Industry Operations
announced a fundamental change, in
which scarce materials will be distrib
uted according to specific requirements
mstead of by general or blanket priori
ties as rapidly as orders can be put into
effect.
Jobbers, wholesalers, and distributors
will benefit by a new system of replac
ing stocks depleted by small or unrated
essential orders.
Employment ofmore andmore women
in war industries is inescapable, the
Labor Division observed, and suggested
procedure to be followed. President
Roosevelt ordered Government seizure of
a small railroad whose management re
jected an arbitration order of the War
Labor Board.
Gasoline deUveries to filling stations
and bulk consumers were cut one-fifth on
the East Coast and in Washington and
Oregon. TheOffice of Price Administra
tion froze service station prices of gaso
line in those areas.
★ * ★
REGISTRATION FOR SUGAR
TO BE IN APRIL AND MAY
Registration for sugar rationing will
becarried out April 28 and 20 for whole
salers, retail stores, bakers, confectioners,
and other industrial users, and May 4, 5,
6. and 7 for householders. The an
nouncement was made in Chicago last
week by Frank Bane, chief of the field
operations division of the Office of Price
Administration.
Commercial users will register in pub
lic high schools, householders in public
elementary schools.
Sugar will be off the market for about
a week beginning April 27 to prepare for
the rationing. Acting Price Administrator
Hamm disclosed.
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Americai^ by tradition are an in
genious people and today we have need
of all our ingenuity.
Today every one of us must think out
a plan for living and a plan for working,
a simple plan which meshes easily with
the plans of our neighbors and with the
broad, over-all plans which guide our
Nation at war.
Intelligent planning will lengthen the
usefulness of the things we have, will
make inevitable readjustments easier,
will save inaterials needed for our fight
ing men and our fighting machines,
failure to plan will leave us out of Joint
with our times and with our country-,
nien—and will expose us to penalties.
Suppose themilk mandidn'tplan
A little while ago the 0£Bce of Defense
Transportation conducted an investiga
tion to discover how long it would be
possible for the milkman's rubber-tired
chariot to keep rolling around to our
doors. The result showed that milk dis
tributors have an average of only eight
to ten months' supply of tires on hand—
"assuming that no conservation plan
ivere to be ejected in wholesale and re
tail deliveries."
In other words, if the milk distribu
tors were to neglect planning—if they
merely continued, as a lot of us are doing,
to carry on as they had been accustomed
to carrying on in time of peace—then
the end of milk distribution as we know
it would be just two seasons away.
In this instance, of course, there will
be planning. The industry's manage
ment and labor have been asked to co
operate with ODT in working out a
scheme to make sure "that necessaiy
local delivery service can be continued
/or the longest period possible."
The samethingapplies to yourhome
The plain good sense of such a pro
cedure translated to the plane of the
individual American home, to the plane
of the family car or the family house
hold appliances, is pretty obvious. Save,
salvage, simplify—these are the basic
Home Front orders, only through careful
planning may we translate them into
action—and time is short.
The War Production Board and the
War Department were simplifying on a
large scale last week when they cut
through organizational red tape to get
the contracts out to the factories and
the guns out to the field. Such develop
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ments may seem remote from the houses
on South Main St., but they're not,
really, nor are they hard to understand.
What WPB and the War Department
did was to agree that men concerned
with the same problems in either or
ganization could work directly together
toward a solution instead of being com
pelled to waste time by passing every
thing through "proper channels" of
superior position or rank.
Cheers for production
That's good news for the Home Front,
and so is news of the progress toward
our great Nation-wide War Production
Drive, news that labor and management
representatives, meeting in regional
conferences at New York City and Bos
ton, hailed with cheers the coming
factory offensive.
The process of converting our peace
time fat into the weapons which will beat
Hitler and Hirohito and Benito the
Bungler moves forward more rapidly each
day. Last week's WPB orders fore
shadowed an end to production of that
noisy fixture on the American scene, the
juke box. No more new juke boxes may
be made after April 30 and when you
consider that an average juke box con
tains enough brass to make 750 .30 cal.
cartridge cases, as well as large quantities
of other scarce metals, you'll admit that
it is just as well.
The juke box order included vending
and amusement machines, and about a
dozen of the 30-odd companies in the
field already are engaged in producing
such war materials as parts for bomb
sights and shells. The washing machine
industry, which isn't making any more
after May 15, also moves rapidly
toward full-scale war production; the
radio industry expects to be tiu'ning out
$125,000,000 worth of equipment a month
for the Ai-med Services by the year's end;
and production of new typewiiters has
been drastically cut as typewriter com
panies expand their output of war
products.
TSie war moves closer
Tanker sinkings by Axis subs along
the Eastern Seaboard and in the Pacific
Northwest have brought the war closer
to motorists in these regions than did
tire and tube and new car rationing.
These sinkings necessitated a 20 percent
cut in deliveries of gasoline in -19 eastern
States and Oregon and Washington. The
cut in dellveiles wa^ foliowe.d c^sely,by
an Office of Pric^diiiinisti'alion order
fixing maximum service station prices
for gasoline.
CPA, fighting to keep consumer costs
stable in the face of a price situation
which an official characterized as "little
short of explosive," last week set a maxi
mum price over finished cotton and rayon
piece goods (from which articles you buy
are made) and asked makers of rubber
drug sundries, which include hospital
and medical products, not to advance
prices.
The fact that some retailers of men's
and boys' clothing weren't clear about
the order prohibiting trouser culTs
afforded WPB an opportunity to em
phasize just how much wool is saved by
this simple change in style. WPB in
formed these retailers that the prohibi
tion against cuffs applied, with minor ex
ceptions, to the stocks on hand prior to
March 30. the effective date of the order.
This alone, WPB pointed out, will pro
vide enough wool for reprocessing to make
more than 300,000 additional suits.
"Travel as usual" to be more difficult
The ODT warns that "travel as ucual"
will become incieasingly difficult as mili
tary demands on railroad facilities in
crease. This may mean that the Hoine
Front will become just that and if this
happens—if most of us spend more time
at home or near it—we may find more
time in which to collect scrap. The need
for scrap mounts rather than diminishes
and that's true of every foi-m of scrap—
of metals, old rubber, waste paper. A
renewed drive for farm salvage is in the
cards, farmers are more apt to have junk
tires on their places, and farmyards are
likely places to look for the worn-out
tools and machines which can be trans
formed into new guns and tanks.
"Date tabs" instead of new auto tags
WPB has issued an order prohibiting
States from issuing metallic license
plates except to new registrants . . .
they may issue small "date tabs" to be
attached to existing plates . . . The Al
bany. N. Y., dealer who violated tire
rationing regulations has been punished
by OPA ... he won't get any more new
tires or tubes until June 30 . . . WPB
told canners to set aside part of their '42
pack for the Armed Services and Lend-
Lease . . . The plumbing industry will
use "simplified" fixtures in replace
ments . . . these fixtures will contain
smaller quantities of materials needed
for war . . . Grain is being substituted
in part for molasses as a base from which
to distill industrial alcohol.
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INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS...
Production of metal household furniture War work directory to be
banned after May 31, curtailed meanwhile Chicago area
A directory of war work to be subcon
tracted will be tried on a limited scale in
the Chicago area in the near future. It
was announced March 20 by WPB Pro
duction Director Harrison.
In the test, selected prime contractors
will list the work they have to be done,
by separate parts, classifying each by the
machine needed to make it, the tolerances
required, and the hours per week these
machines have to work.
★ ★ ★
Copper studies continued
Following completion of its survey of
90 primary processors of refined copper,
the compliance branch of the Division of
Industry Operations launched investiga
tions last week of copper scrap dealers,
foundries, and melters of secondary cop
per and brass. Also announced to begin
on an early date is a survey of pig-iron
distribution.
The War Production Board has banned
the production after May 31 of metal
household furniture, covering a wide
variety ranging from tables and chairs
to mirror frames and shoe racks, and has
put into effect drastic limitations on the
manufacture of such products for the
interim period.
Other metals forbidden
An additional drastic provision of the
order prohibits the use In any way of
metals other than iron and steel in the
production of household fui-niture. Such
metals in inventory on the elTective date
of the order (L-62) are frozen, subject
to future disposition by the Director of
Industry Operations.
Manufacturers needing additional iron
and steel may acquire the metals only
from inventories of other manufacturers.
Reports on all iron and steel not used in
the manufacture of furniture pursuant to
the limitation order, or sold to other
manufacturers, and a report on the frozen
stocks of other metals will be required
sometime in June.
The order defines metal household
furniture as any product containing more
than 5 percent of metal in the net weight
of the finished product (other than nails
or other joining hardware).
This definition includes porch and gar
den furniture, ornamental wall brackets,
benches, bench and lawn umbrellas,
chaise longues, couch hammocks, tables,
chairs, tea wagons, buffets, dressers, chif
foniers, chifferobes, vanities, wardrobes,
benches, chests, kitchen cabinets and cup
boards, undersink cabinets, broom cab
inets, utility cabinets, Venetian blinds,
stools, shoe racks, medicine cabinets,
smoking stands, and ash trays.
Conversion to be discussed
In addition, products such as radiator
covers, porcelain table tops, settees,
davenports, table desks, chiffodesks, knee-
hole desks, fiexlble steel mats, metal pic
ture frames and mirror frames, coat and
hat racks, under-lavatory closets, clothes
hampers, drapery attachments, flower
vases, and broom racks are included.
Steps which will be taken to convert
the metal household furniture Industry
to direct war production will be discussed
with manufacturers in the next few





A receiver of refined sugar who prio^
to December 13, 1941, contracted for
future delivery of sugar may transfer
his contractual right to such sugar to
another receiver without having it
charged against his quota, provided he
has not accepted delivery of the sugar,
the War Production Board said March
19 in interpretation No. 1 of the sugar
order. No. M-55. Such sugar will, of
course, be charged against the quota of
the receiver who buys it from the first
receiver.
Iron and steel sharply curtailed for beds,
springs, mattresses, beginning April 1
Sharp curtailments in the amount of
Iron and steel used to manufacture beds,
bed springs, and mattresses were ordered
March 20 by the Division of Industry Op
erations, WPB, effective for 3 months be
ginning April 1.
Under terms of the Order (L-49), man
ufacturers are instructed to limit the use
of iron and steel to a specified percentage
of the use of these materials during the
12 months' period ending June 30.
Class A manufacturers—those who use 500
tons or more of steel in the base period—are
required to curtail steel use from 35 to 60 per
cent, depending on the product.
Class B manufacturers—those using be
tween 100 and 500 tons of steel In the base
period—are required to curtail use of steel
25 to 50 percent. Those manufacturers who
i^sed less than 100 tons of steel in the base
period—Class C—are required to reduce their
use of steel 16 to 40 percent.
In each case, the higher percentage of
curtailment applies to bunks, berths, or
beds in which the aggregate weight of
iron and steel (exclusive of springs) is 25
percent or more of the total weight.
The lower curtailment figure applies to
bed springs, innersprings and mattresses,
metal folding cots, studio couches, day
beds, and all other types of sleeping
equipment not Included in the other
group. There is no restriction on pro
duction of beds, bunks, etc., containing
less than 25 percent by weight of iron or
steel.
In the case of each manufacturer, the
curtailment applies to the total use of
Iron and steel for all products In one
group. The quota thus can be used in the
manufacture of any products in a group
in the proportion desired.
Manufacturers were requested to make
©very effort to substitute less critical ma
terials in their products.
The industry affected by the order con
sists of about 4,000 concerns employing
32,000 workers. It used about 300,000
tons of iron and steel in the year ending
last June. The curtailment is expected
to reduce that consumption by about
100,000 tons.
Renovation services were excluded
from the terras of the order, and the con
trols placed only on new products. The
restrictions, in addition, do not apply to
production designed primarily for use in
a hospital or sanitarum, or for Army.
Navy, or Lend-Lease orders.
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Curtailed food plants
to be converted if possible
The WPB food supply branch said
March n that every effort will be made
to convert to war uses those food plants
which have been closed or whose opera
tions have been curtailed for any reason.
Any canner having a plant closed or
seriously hampered by the Tlnplate Con
servation Order M-81 is urged to write
the food supply branch of the War Pro
duction Board.
Production of domestic laundry equipment
to end in April and May by WPB order;
entire industry will be devoted to war
The War Production Board March 14
ordered the production of domestic
laundry equipment to be discontinued
soon. The entire capacity of the in
dustry will be devoted to war production.
Domestic laundry equipment Includes
washing machines and ironers.
Shutdown ordered May 1 for "juke box,"
weighing and amusement machine making
A shutdown of the manufacture of au
tomatic phonographs ("juke boxes"),
weighing and amusement machines on
May 1 was ordered March 17 by the War
Production Board.
Between March 1 and April 30 the
manufacturers of such equipment may
produce three times their February
quota—that is, 3 months' production in 2
months. However, these new units must
be manufactured or assembled largely
out of present inventory.
Several bam effective at once
In L-21-a. issued March 17, the follow
ing prohibitions are effective at once:
1. No manufacturer may cut, stamp,
or otherwise shape or change the phys
ical form of any copper, copper base
alloy, nickel, or stainless steel in the
production of equipment or parts.
2. No repair parts may be fabricated
for gaming machines. Their manufac
ture was discontinued previously.
3. No manufacturer may receive or
accept delivery of any raw materials,
semlprocessed materials, or finished
parts not fully completed at the time
of issuance of this order.
4. No manufacturer may sell, trans
fer, or deliver any part of his inventory
except to other manufacturers for use
In accordance with the order, to the
Defense Supplies Corporation or Metal
Reserve Co., or upon direction of the
WPB.
The industry affected by the Maich 17
order consists of about 30 companies
which did a business in 1941 of between
$75,000,000 and $100,000,000. It em
ployed approximately 10,000 persons.
The industry used substantial quanti
ties of critical metals, including copper,
aluminum, nickel, and stainless steel.
About a dozen of the 30 companies are
already engaged in the production of
war materials, including parts for bomb
sights, 40-, 75-, and 105-mlllimeter shells,
parts for gun turrets or aircraft, and
bomb carriers.
It was estimated that If the entire
industry is converted to war production,
its annual production will be approxi
mately $150,000,000 worth of war mate
rials.
In the original order, automatic pho
nographs were defined as phonographs
ctistomarlly coin-operated.
Weighing and amusement machines
were defined as devices customarily coin-
operated, including but not limited to
pinball machines.
Gaming machines were defined as de
vices customarily coin-operated includ
ing but not limited to slot machines.
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WHAT WE CAN MAKE WITH
"JUKE BOX" METALS
Shut-down on manufacture of juke
boxes (automatic phonographs) makes
these figures interesting:
A single one of the larger juke boxes
contains enough brass to make 750
CARTRIDGE CASES.
The aluminum in 125 of the bigger
juke boxes would make one FIGHTER
PLANE.
The steel in one large Juke box totals
130 pounds, which would make five
LIGHT MACHINE GUNS.
Into such a juke box go 42 pounds of
plastics which might better be 42 pounds
of installation pieces—control panels and
EOforth—on Army or Navy planes.
Companies wliich produced more than
60,000 units during the year ending
June 30,1941, were ordered to cease pro
duction on April 15, 1942. Companies
which produced fewer than 60.000 units
were ordered to cease production on May
15.1942.
Between now and the time they must
cease production of domestic laundry
equipment they may produce new ma
chines at a rate of one and a half times
their February quota under limitation
Order L-6-a.
The order does not prohibit or limit the
production of replacement parts for do
mestic laundry equipment.
Inventory restrictions
The order prohibits manufacturers
from disposing of any part of their in
ventory of raw materials, semlprocessed
parts, or finished parts except as follows;
a. To otHer manufacturers of domestic
laundry equipment to enable them to pro
duce tbeir quota before the stoppage date.
b. For use ae repair or malnteaance parts.
c. To anyone who Is able to supply a pref
erence rating of A-e or higher.
d. To the Defense Supplies Corporation.
Other provisions
In addition, no manufacturer is per
mitted to acquire or sell any raw ma
terials, semlprocessed parts, or finished
parts in conflict with the terms of any
L or M order or amendments or supple
ments of such orders.
Each manufacturer is required to file
with the WPB on or before AprU 1, 1942,
an estimate of the inventory he will have
on hand after he has completed produc
tion of his quota or units.
The order also prohibits any manufac
turer from diverting materials, labor, or
equipment from the production of war
material to enable him to produce his
quota of domestic laundry equipment.
No manufacturer may acquire any raw
materials, semiprocessed or processed
parts in excess of the quantities required
by him to fuflU his quota.
Manufacturers are prohibited from
fulfilling contracts in violation of the
order and are immune from damages or
penalties for any default in such con
tracts by reason of compliance with the
March 14 order.
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New aid to distributors will keep up
stocks for small essential deliveries
without requiring rating on each order
Priority problems of distributors,
wholesalers and jobbers will be simplified
by the use of a new application form
which has been designed for their special
use. The new form, to be known as
PD-IX, will be available soon after the
first of April.
Insofar as materials and supplies can
be made available without interfering
with the war effort, priority assistance
will be given to distributors, wholesalers,
etc.. who apply on the new form so that
they can keep sufficient stocks on hand
to maintain essential productive and
service Industries in operation.
Won'thave to receive ratingoneach order
In recent months, distributors have
been hesitant to make deliveries to re
tailers, restaurants, and other important
users who cannot furnish priority rating
certificates, because the distributors were
afraid that they would not be able to
replace the material in their own inven
tories. Use of the new form will enable
distributors to request preference ratings
for essential supplies without receiving
or extending a rating on every individual
order which they fill.
Distributors, wholesalers, and jobbers
who purchase the following supplies from
producers will be entitled to apply for
preference ratings on Form PD-IX:
Automotive, aviation, builders' con
struction, electrical, foundry, hardware,
health, industrial, plumbing and heating,
railroad, refrigeration, restaurant, trans
mission, textile mill, welding and cutting
supplies.
Mustfurnishinventory data
Distributors who use Form PD-IX will
be required to furnish information on
their sales and inventory of the types of
material for which priority assistance is
requested. Ratings will be assigned on
the basis of the importance of the prod
uct, the use to be made of it by the dis
tributors' customers, and the availability
of the materials required.
Use of the new form is not expected to
cover all of distributors' requirements for
priority assistance. When a distributor
fills an order bearing a priority rating
for a substantial quantity of material, he
should extend the rating to his producer
instead of applying for a new rating on
Form PD-IX. The new form is intended
rather to enable distributors to keep
their inventories of parts and products
sold In small quantities up to a practica
ble working minimum.
Size of stocks to be regulated
A new order, to be known as L-63. lim
iting the size of inventories which may
be maintained by distributors, will be
issued and published before the new PD-
IX forms are made.- available for use,
and the quantities of items for which
priority assistance will be granted on the
basis of PD-IX applications will be sub
ject to the terms of this order.
After the new forms become available,
distributors, wholesalers, and jobbers will
be required to use them exclusively in
applying for priority assistance. When
a rating or ratings are authorized in con
nection with a PD-IX application, they
may be applied on distributors' orders to
producers by a simple form of endorse
ment on the purchase order containing
the serial number of the approved appli
cation. Suppliers and producers to
whom the rating is extended may re-
extend the rating to obtain materials
which will be physically incorporated into
materials or products to be ultimately
delivered to the distributor In accordance
with the terms of the certificate.
★ * ★
Knowlson empowered to
delegate rationing to OPA
J. S. Knowlson, Director of Industry
Operations, has been empowered by War
Production Board Chairman Donald M,
Nelson to delegate WPB's rationing au
thority to the Office of Price Administra
tion whenever such action is considered
desirable.
Amendment No. I of WPB Regulation
No. 1 confers upon the Director of Indus
try Operations the authority and discre
tion to delegate rationing powers to OPA,
pursuant to the authority of the Presi
dent under section 2 (a) of the act of
June 29, 1940, as amended by the act of
May 31, 1941. This authority was pre
viously delegated by the President to the
chairman of the War Production Board.
The amendment announced March 17 is
purely administrative in nature, and
means that the authority to delegate
rationing powers may be exercised by




Plan before May 31
Producers of light tanks, medium tanks,
and armored half track vehicles have
been notified that before May 31. 1942,
they must apply for preference ratings
under the Production Requirements
Plan.
In the meantime, they may continue
to receive priority assistance under Pref
erence Rating Orders P-25-a, P-25-b,
P-25-C, P-25-d. P-25-e, P-26-a, P-26-b,
P-26-C. P-26-d, p-26~e. and P-35. These
orders, which were scheduled to expire
March 31, 1942, have been extended to
May 31, 1942. In some cases, however,
assignment of the orders to individual
producers may be cancelled before May 31.
The orders have been amended to pro
vide that when they expire, deliveries
already rated in accordance with their
provisions may be completed, but no addi
tional applications of the ratings may be
made.
* ★ ★
Fewer reports required on
priority orders
Reports required by the War Produc
tion Board in connection with priority
orders have been eliminated from a sub
stantial number of orders.
To eliminate unnecessary reports
Priorities Regulation No. 8, issued by
the Director of Industry Operations, pro
vides that all orders which require re
ports to be made on any of the 43 PD
forms In the attached Appendix "A" are
amended to eliminate that requirement,
except for a few general preference rat
ing orders which are listed in Appendix
"B." The forms which have been elimi
nated all have to do with the applica
tion of preference ratings assigned by
"P" orders.
Regulation No. 8 Is the first step in a
move to eliminate all unnecesasry or
duplicating reports. The report forms
which remain in use are being carefully
studied, and an effort is being made to
find others which can be eliminated.
(Regulation No. 8 was amended March
19 to restore the requirement that re
ports be submitted in accordance with the
terms of Preference Rating Order P-56.
Reports on specified forms will no longer
be required in connection with the mitt-
ing machinery order, P-56-a.)
March 24, 1942 ★ VICTORY ★
Nelson defines authority, functions, and
responsibilities for 12 leading officials
Donald M. Nelson, Chairman of the
War Production Board, announced
March 18 a series of orders clarifying
authorities, functions and responsibili
ties of directors or heads of twelve divi
sions or offices of the WPB. The general
administrative orders are numbered H
to 22. In each case, the authority vested
in the official named is subject to the
direction of the War Production Board
chairman.
PRODUCTION DIRECTOR
No. 11 makes the Director oj the Production
Division "responsible for the production oa
schedule of aircraft, ordnance, tanks, shSps,
accessories, subassembJies and parts for
them," and for construction of tools and
industrial faculties with which to produce
them. It gives liim authority to "determine
Wav Production Beard policies, programs nnd
methods In accordance with which the Army,
the Navy and the Maritime Commission shall
perform their functions with respect to
production."
PURCHASES DIRECTOR
No. 12 delegates to the Director of the
Purchases Division "general direction over
war purchasing," including the determina
tion of the WPB policies in regards to pur
chase price and contract terms of all war
purchasing by the various Federal agencies
and departments.
The order stipulates that members of a
Purchases Policy Committee, consisting of
procurement representatives of various Fed
eral agencies, shall assist and advise the
director In the formation of policy. The
order also gives to the division's Plant Site
Board authority to aoprove or disapprove war
plant sites, giving primary consideration to
speed and quantity of production in relation
to housing, power and transportation faclli-
tlea, labor probleiiis, food supply, taking
fertile land out of production, and similar
aspects.
INDUSTRY OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
No. 13 gives the Director of the Division of
Industry Operations responsibUity "lor ob
taining maximum use of existing industrial
capacity for the production of war material
and essential products for civilian use."
In cooperation with other divisions of the
WPB, the Director of IndusU? Operations
has authority to effect maximum conversion
of industry to war production, issue priority
and allocation orders, curtaU normal prod-
•ucts. The industry branches of the division
are designated as the WPB points of contact
with the various industries.
LABOR DIRECTOR
No. 14 makes the Director of the Labor
Division responsible for those programs and
policies of the WPB which affect labor's par
ticipation In the war effort, including labor
supply and training and labor-njanagenient
telations.
MATERIALS DIRECTOR
No. 16 delegates to the Director of Ma
terials responsibility for making available
materials needed for the war effort by ex
pansion of production facilities and de
velopment of stock piles. The other gives
him authority to transmit to the War Ship
ping Administration priority schedules gov
erning the transportation of materials and
commodities essential to war production and
essential civilian needs.
REQUIREMENTS CHAIRMAN
No. 16 gives the Chairman of the Eequire-
ments Committee responsibility to determine
the war and essential civilian needs of the
United States and the other United Nations,
to ascertain the supply of required materials
and the amounts by which they should be
Increased and to determine and approve
allocations of fabricated and semlfabrlcated
products to other of the United Nations,
CIVILIAN SUPPLY DIRECTOR
No. l7 makes the Director of the i)tvisfon
of Civilian Supply responsible for decisions
of the WPB "regarding critical materials,
Eervices and facilities as they relate to (1)
the health and productive capacity of the
population of the country or (2) essential
work of business establishments other than
war production."
FIVE OTHER OFFICIALS
The other orders relate to the Directors
of the Statistics Division, the Office of Prog
ress Reports, the Planning Committee, the




acting chief, textile branch
Philip D. Reed, chief of the Bureau of
Industry Branches, announced on March
17 the appointment of Ben Alexander as
acting chief of the textile, clothing and
leather goods branch.
Mr. Alexander, who succeeds Robert R.
Guthrie, has been president of the Ma-
sonlte Corporation of Chicago since its





Appointment of H. M. Brundage as
chief of a newly created appliance section
in the WPB plumbing and heating branch
was announced March 16 by W. W. Tim-
mis, chief of the branch.
The appliance section will be respon
sible for certain products which were for
merly assigned to the electrical appliance
and durable goods branch. These include
all bathroom heaters, burners, broilers,
bakers, circulators, fire-place logs, floor
furnaces, cooking and instantaneous
water heaters, warming ovens, radiant
heaters, steam radiators, water heaters
operating by gas, wall heaters, oil ranges,
and coal stoves.
Nelson asks Truman Committee
to investigate charges made by
textile chief who resigned
Tlie following letter, dated March 16,
from Donald M. Nelson, Chairman, War
Production Board, to Senator Tiuman,
chairman of the Special Committee In
vestigating the National Defense Pro
gram, was released by the WPB:
May I ask your Committee to investi
gate the charges made in the statements
issued to the press yesterday and today
by Mr. Robert R. Guthrie who, ou Sat
urday, resigned from this organization.
Mr. Guthrie for some time past has
been head of the textile, leather, and
clothing branch which operates in three
sections. Recently I learned that per
sonal conflicts had developed between
Mr. Guthrie and the members of his staff
in the textile section. This situation
finally reached the point where it was
impeding that part of the war iiroduc-
tion effort. During the period of this
conflict Mr. Guthrie. as chief of the
branch, had authority to deal with the
situation but he failed to do so on his
own account and did not bring the diffi
culties to my attention or request any
action on my part until after his resigna
tion.
After reviewing the situation it was de
cided last week to separate the textile sec
tion from the other two, retaining Mr.
Guthrie in charge of Leather and Cloth
ing. For the textile section it was pro
posed to bring in a new man who would
be wholly impartial and free from any
involvement in the conflicts which had
been impeding the work. Mr. Guthrie
took the position, however, that this
would be unsatisfactory to him and
thereupon resigned.
I have, of course, instituted and will
continue a careful investigation of these
charges. I think, however, that in view
of the public importance of this matter
It would be well to have an investigation
conducted also by an outside agency, and
I shall therefore be glad to have your
committee make such an investigation.
You may rest assured that in doing so
you will have my fullest cooperation.
★ ★ ★
Confectionery section formed
Douglas C. Townson, chief of the food
supply blanch, WPB, announced on
March 18 the formation of a confec
tionery section. John M. WhitLaker,
of Wellesley. Mass., has been appointed
chief of the section.
★ VICTORY ★ March 24, 1&42
Use of scrap and reclaimed rubber
forbidden for all except a few products
As a result of a serious shortage of
scrap rubber, strict controls on the use
and sale of scrap and reclaimed rubber
were put into effect March 21 by the War
Production Board.
The restrictions on scrap or reclaimed
rubber, which permit consumption for
designated products only, are contained
in Amendment 6 to Supplementary Or
der M-15-b, signed by Director of In
dustry Operations Knowlson.
After March 31, the use of reclaimed
rubber is banned except for these pur
poses:
1. To manufacture any of the prod
ucts for which crude rubber or latex
is permitted, provided that reclaimed
rubber may not be used to fill war or
ders until a report has been forwarded
to the WPB rubber branch.
2. To manufacture a specific list of
products, known as list E, the amounts
so used to be determined by a specific
formula.
3. For the month of April only, to
manufacture another specific list of
products, known as list F. After April
30, specific allotments of reclaimed
rubber will be made from time to time
to manufacturers of products on this
list.
No appealson manyproducts
Appeals will be entertained by the rub
ber branch for products not listed. Ap
peals, however, will not be considered for
the following Items, the branch an
nounced:
Advertising novelties; hair pins and hair
curlers; ash trays; baby-carriage tUes; dress
shields; household gloves; lamp shades; mil
linery; steeling wheels; teething rings; type
writer keys; arm rests; artiflcial flowers;
artificial leather; aprons, mats, mud flaps,
and running boards for passenger automo
biles and buses, trucks, and tractors; bags,
pacScages, and containers except as adheslves
or sealing compounds: bath caps, sprays,
sponges, mats, pillows, and soap dishes;
black-out paint (except shatterprooflng ma-
tenals); buttons; blow-out patches, ooots,
and rellners made from scrap.
Also, carpet cushions; chair cushions, up
holstery and mattiesses; chair and furniture
parts, including casters and caster cups;
coasters, coin mats; contraction joint seals
and concrete filler; cosmetic applicators; cro
quet balls, desk sets; dish drainers; door and
window wedges, checks and bumpers; elec
tric base plugs; flooring, tile and tiling, and
wainscoting (except conductive); finger pads;
fly paper; fly swatters; foot bath trays; gam
bling and coln-operat3d amusement devices;
gasoline curb pump hose; golf bags, driving
mats, and tees; handle grips (except for di
electric purposes); ink wells and bottles; jar
openers; kneeling pads, lawn mower tires;
mats and matting (except switchboard and
conductive).
Also, molds for casting; mud flaps; pacifiers;
pedal rubbers; paint brush guards; pencil
plugs; cigar and cigarette holders; plate
wipers; poker chips; quoits; serving trays;
sink pads, mats, and drain stoppers; spoi^e
applicators; stair and step treads; swimming
tubes and water rings; table tops; telephone
bases; thermoplastic coatings; toUet seats;
toys and parts of toys (except as elsewhere
permitted); typewriter and offlce machinery
silencers; wall-paper cleaners; desk and chair
protective pads; and Christmas-tree orna
ments and accessories, including wire.
List E products
Products permitted by list E are:
Heels, heel bases, soles, soling strips, taps,
top lUts, top-lifting material (blackonly); in
soles, mldsoles, welting, box toes, shoe bot
tom flllers, shoe tapes, rope soles; rubber-
soled fabric-top footwear, vrtthout heels
(black soles, toe caps, and foxinga only), pro
vided that no reclaimed and scrap rubber
shaU be consumed in the manufacture of any
of these last products after May 31. 1942;
hose Including water, garden, low pressure
spray, curb line and garage air, car heater,
automotive radiator and flre extinguisher
tubing, and other hose not permitted in List
A; friction tape; erasers, except pencU plugs
and pencil caps.
List F products
Products permitted by list P, for the
month of April only, are:
Automotive parts (Including only weather
strip and channel filler, tall-pipe supports,
battery drain tubes, brake boots, nipples for
high-tension wiring); containers for automo
tive SLI batteries (S. A. E. Group i and
larger and motorcycle types only); automo
tive storage battery covers, vents, gaskets,
and bushings; automotive fan belts; type
writer platons and business machine rolls;
parts for business machines (except platons
and roUs); parts for refrigerators, washing
machines, and motor-driven electric appli-
ances; stamp-pad cushions; plumbers' suc
tion cups; adheslves. gaskets, and compounds
for sealing bags and bagging, packages, drums,




extended to window envelopes
The cellophane Order, L-20, due to
expire Mai-ch 17, has been extended in
definitely, the Director of Industry Op
erations announced March 18.
Minor changes are made in the order,
which is concerned with materials which
may be packaged In cellophane and sim
ilar transparent wrappings made of
cellulose.
Use of cellophane to wrap sterilized
infants' garments is prohibited and its
use in v/indow envelopes is eliminated.
Cellophane wrapping for drug products,
chemicals, and antiseptics is prohibited
except where the wrapping is a protec
tion for the product itself.
Shoe, leather machinery
deliveries limited; facilities
needed to make ordnance
Manufacturers of shoe machinery,
leather working machinery and tanning
machinery have been prohibited by WPB
from accepting or filling any orders ex
cept those bearing an A-9 or higher pref
erence rating. A formal order govern
ing distribution of these types of ma
chinery is being prepared.
Orders now on manufacturers' books
which fall below the A-9 classification
may be filled only upon specific WPB
authorization. The restrictions do not
apply to deliveries and acceptance of
orders for repair or maintenance parts.
The production facilities of the shoe
machinery, leather working machinery,
and tanning machinery industries are
needed for the production of ordnance.
There is ample machinery for the ordi
nary production of shoes, leather, and
leather products.
* A *
Import ban lifted on some ores,
concentrates; other items added
Restrictions on the importation of
cadmium, zinc ores, and concentrates,
lead ores and concentrates, and copper
ores and concentrates were removed
March 16 by J. S. Knowlson, Director of
Industry Operations, with the Issuance
of Amendment No. 3 to Impoits Order
M-63.
Mica, palm kernels, palm kernel oil,
pig and hog bristles, horse mane and
tail hair, istle and shellac are added to
the list of materials under import con
trol. Additional listings of refined copper
also are added.
M-63 prohibits any person, except
Government agencies or their authorized
representatives, from making arrange
ments for importing materials listed in
the order into the United States, except
under contracts existing at the effective
date of the order.
Imports made under contract must not
be sold, or transferred beyond a place"
of initial storage, except to a Govern
ment agency, under an existing contract,
or with special authorization from the
Director of Industry Operations.
Cadmium, and lead, zinc and copper
ores and concentrates, are removed from
the order, it was explained, because these
imports can be controlled by other
means.
March 24, 1942
A-9 or higher required to buy,
sell or rent 13 classes
of new o^ce machinery
Purchases, sales, and rentals of various
types of new office machinery were or
dered halted by the War Production
Board March 14 except to persons pos
sessing a preference rating of A-9 or
higher issued on a PD-IA or PD-3A
certificate.
Scope of order
The order, L-54B. became effective at
midnight March 14, and will remain in
force pending the formulation of a gen
eral production and distribution program
for the office machinery industry. It
does not apply to deliveries of repair
parts nor to purchases, sales or rentals
of machinery built to a customer's special
specifications on which assembly began
prior to midnight.
Thirteen classes of machinery are cov
ered by the distribution restrictions:
1. Accounting and booltkeeplng machines;
2. Adding machines; 3. Addressing machines
(including, but not limited to, embossing
machinery lor plates); 4. Billing and contin
uous forms handling typewriters; 5. Billing
and other forms writing machines (except
authographic registers and manlfolders);
6. Calculating and computing machines;
7. Dictating machines (Including, but not
limited to, transcribing and shaving ma
chines); 8. Duplicating machines (Including,
but not limited to. Ink ribbon, gelatin,
off-set, spirit, stencil, reproducing typewriter
principle, and photographic types; but not
including photostating machines); 9. Inter
office communication systems and machines;
10- Punched card tabulating and accounting
machines: 11. Shorthand writing machines;
12. Time clod; rtampjs and time recording
machines; 13. Wide carriage (18-lnch or
wider) ^pewrlters with special inbuilt
features designed for statistical or accounting
work.
Manufacturers, wholesalers, distribu
tors, retailers, and all other dealers are
affected by the order's terms, and no sales
or rentals of the types of machinery listed
may be made except upon orders rated
A-9 or higher on Preference Rating Cer
tificate FD-IA or PD-3A- Deliveries can
not be made on an old PD-1 or PI>-3
certificate, nor on any blanket P order.
In addition, they can not be made on




General Preference Order M-52, which
provides for the allocation of sulphite
pulp, has been extended to May 1, 1942.
It was scheduled to expire on March 31.
★ VICTORY ★
STEPS TAKEN TO ROUND
UP WHITE METAL
A round-up of all white metal frozen
In the hands of costume jewelers by the
terms of Amendment No. I to Conserva
tion Order M-43-a has been inaugurated
by the inventory and requisitioning
branch of the Bureau of Industry Op
erations. It is expected that from 1,000,-
000 to 1,500,000 pounds will be recovered
for war uses.
Manufacturing Jewelers have been
notified by Director Knowlson to report
immediately their Inventories of white
metal, tin and other tin-bearing metals,
and to indicate whether they are willing
to sell at the prices offered in the sched
ule worked out by the inventory and
requisitioning branch.
In cases of refusal to accept these
prices voluntarily, the War Production
Board will probably have to requisition
the material.
The National Lead Co., acting as agent
for the Metals Reserve Corporation, will
handle the actual purchase of the white
metal, and will advise sellers on WPB
shipping and trucking directions, and
weighing and sampling procedures. Pol-
lovring inspection and verification of
weight, grade, and analysis, j)ayment will
be made by the National Lead Co.
The National Lead Co. will be reim
bursed from funds set aside by the Re
construction Finance Corporation for




as demand overtakes supply
Because molybdenum, found in this
country, has been widely used as a steel
alloy to replace tungsten wherever possi
ble, Director of Industry Operations
Knowlson announced March 18 that de
mand had overtaken supply and a com
plete allocation system was necessary.
He issued General Preference Order
M-110 vjhich sets up the system covering
molybdenum in all forms including scrap.
Consumers requiring less than 50 pounds
per month for use in the manufactuie
of nonmetallic products are not required
to file applications and other reports
called for in the order.
Molybdenum heretofore has not been
under any priorities control other than
Priorities Regulation No. 1. M-110 was
effective immediately and terminates on
December 31,1942.
Tin order amended; limits
specified for U. S. agencies
including Army, Navy
Army, Navy, and certain other gcvem-
mental agencies usually excepted must
conform to a list of special restrictions
on the use of tin, according to the terms
of Conservation Order M-43-a, as
amended March 18 by Director of Indus
try Operations Knowlson.
The amended order contains a long list
of restrictions on the use of tin. Govern
ment agencies as well as civilian industry
must conform to these:
1. Lead base alloy, other than solder, mxist
not contain more than 12 percent tin by
weight. The same rule applies to tin alloy.
2. Prior to May 1, solder may have a tin
content of 38 percent by weight. Alter that,
the amount is reduced to 30 percent.
3. CoUapslble tubes must not have more
than TVa percent tin by weight.
4. No virgin tin may be used In the manu
facture or treatment of type metal.
5. Tin in terne for terneplate is limited to
15 percent by weight and for long temes to
10 percent.
Ai-ticles on List "A" of the order mxist
not have any tin used in their manufac
ture after April 1, either for govern
mental agencies or for private contract,
and all articles on List "A" must be com
pleted before that date.
Use of tin in articles not on List "A"
is limited to 50 percent of the amoxmt
used in the first quarter of 1940 until
April 1. Aft^ that date the amount Is
reduced to 40 percent. This restriction
does not apply to Army, Navy, or certain
other governmental contracts.
A small measure of relief is granted
to manufacturing jewelers by the
amended order. They may use, before
May 1, 3 percent of the amount of tin
used during the year 1941, provided the
3 percent includes all scrap and findings
on hand.
These exceptions to the limitations are
granted:
1. To comply with safety regulations.
2. For tin plating In the manufacture ol
cans, subject to applicable provisions of other
orders.
3. For tinned wire used in packaging food.
4. Por the manxifacture of health supplies
on ratings of A-10 or highsr.
5. For secondary tin in type metal—limited
to the amount used in the corresponding
period of 1940.
6. For solder or solder foil in the manu
facture of printing plates, subject to the
genei'al solder regulations and provided that
no more shall be used than In the corre
sponding quarter of 1940.
7. For soft babbitt foil in the preparation
of Indiastrlal metallic paclclng, provided that
the tin content shall not be more than 1.6
percent by weight.
8. For measuilng, recording, and control In
struments.
9. The reuse of bearing metal orlglnatmg
in the user's own plant.
10 ☆ VICTORY ★
work" extended to all
types of motor vehicles, trailers
The War Production Board on March
14 extended the ban on use of "bright
work" to all types of motor vehicles and
trailers, prohibited its use in replacement
parts and accessories, and placed rigid
restrictions on disposal of remaining
inventories.
"Bright work" means any plating, coat
ing, or other metal finish, containing
aluminum, cadmium, chromium, copper,
or nickel. The ban has been in effect for
some time on passenger cars and light
trucks.
Under the new order, L-e9, effective
immediately, no producer may use or
manufacture any "bright work" for the
exterior finish or trim of any motor ve
hicle, the interior or exterior finish of
any body or cab, or for any accessories
or replacement parts.
As in the past, the prohibition does not
apply to "bright work" used in ventilator
window latches, external locks, cylinder
caps and covers, external windshield wip
ers, windshield wiper arm and blade as
semblies, and body trim screws.
. Likewise, the restrictions are not ap
plicable to work done under contracts
lor the Army and Navy, certain other
Government agencies, and foreign coun
tries coming within the provisions of the
Passenger tires cut
95 pes-cent first quarter
Total quotas of new tires released for
passenger automobiles under OPA ratipn-
ing in the first 3 months of this year
showed a reduction of almost 95 percent
from the total replacement shipments
reported by the Rubber Manufacturers'
Association in the corresponding period
of 1941, Acting OPA Administrator
Hamm said March 17.
Reflecting the relatively greater im
portance of truck and bus transportation
in the Nation's economy, releases of new
truck tire quotas in the first 1942 quarter
were only a little more than 27 percent
below the total of replacement shipments
in the like period of the preceding year.
Releases of new passenger-car tires
under quotas in the first 3 months of the
current year totaled 333.040, compared
with 6,352,927 iu the year-ago period,
while for truck tires the figures are
728,425 and 1,003,270, respectively.
Lend-Lease Act, provided the contracts
specify use of any of the critical
materials.
Restricticos on inventories
Producers v/ho possess or control any
aluminum, cadmium, chromium, copper,
or nickel in any form may not dispose
of it unless they receive specific permis
sion from the Director of Industry Oper
ations, or unless they turn it over to the
Defense Supplies Corporation, the Metal
Reserve Corporation, or any other cor
poration organized under the Recon
struction Finance Corporation.
In addition to prohibiting use of these
materials by producers of automotive
"bright work," the order places a ceiling
on the amount that they can use in other
articles. Such use must be restricted to
the average daily consumption during
February, and all conservation orders is
sued by WPB relating to critical materi
als must be adhered to.
Certain parts manufactm-ers in the
automotive industry, according to in
formation reaching WPB. possess sizable
quantities of materials ordinarily used in
making "bright work," and have been
using them to manufacture replacement
parts. The March 14 order will prevent
a continuation of this practice.
SAVE CHROME YELLOW IN
TRAFFIC PAINT, WPB ASKS
OfBcials of the protective and techni
cal coatings section, WPB, are requesting
establishment and use of new traffic paint
specifications to save chrome yellow.
Officials of the section point out also
that under Preference Order M-57, the
use of tung oil is allowed only in certain
can linings, and they foresee the possibil
ity that other materials commonly used
in traffic paint will be restricted in the
near future.
Because chrome yellow conservation
is particularly necessary, WPB officials
request that any specifications covering
future purchases of yellow traffic paint
be held to a minimum of 6 percent
clu'ome yellow, based on the total pig
ment In the paint. A further request
has been made that white traffic paint
be substituted for yellow wherever possi
ble.
March 24, 1942
Mela! auto tags Ifimited to
new licensees, date tabs
and replacementof lost plates
The War Pi'oduction Board on March
18 banned the issuance by State or other
local governments of metallic license
plates except to new licensees and for
small "date tabs" to be attached to
plates already in existence.
These restrictions, embodied in Limi
tation Order L-32. do not apply to metal
already cut or stamped on March 18.
Metal use cut to 10 percent
State and local governments, during a
licensing year, are permitted to issue
metallic plates in quantities up to 10 per
cent of the weight of the plates issued
during the corresponding license year
ending after June 30, 1941, and before
July 1. 1942, for the following piuposes
only:
1. As replacement plates for those
that may have been destroyed or lost.
2. To new licensees or registrants.
3. For issuing "date tabs" not more
than 4 square Inches, to attach to
plates already Issued.
Maury Maverick, chief of the WPB
Government Requirements Bureau,
warned that there Is no guarantee that
the States or other local governments
will get sheet steel sufficient to meet the
10-percent requirement.
"The Government Requirements Bu
reau." Mr. Maverick said, "is studying a
program of substitution and conserva
tion. not only for license plates but for
all critical materials used by State, city,
county, and other local governments....
★ ★ ★
Filling station men asked
to urge saving of anti-freeze
Pushing the spring offensive against
waste of automobile anti-freeze. Price
Administrator Henderson has asked
filling station attendants to impress on
motorists the necessity for draining and
saving the contents of their radiators
for use next winter.
Alcohol, the basis of four-fifths of
anti-freeze solutions in use, Is essential
to the manufacture of smokeless pow
der. A single shot from a 16-inch gun
uses as much alcohol as nearly two dozen
cars in a whole winter.
March 24. 1942 ★ ViaORY ★
Rayon producers to set aside certain
amount each month for blending
experiments by worsted industry
Producers of viscose rayon staple fiber
were ordered March 16 by the WPB to
set aside and make available to the
worsted industry a specific part of their
monthly production.
To extend use of new wool
The action was taken In two amend
ments to the Wool Conservation Order
and was done to enable the worsted
industry to experiment in the production
of blended materials, in order to obtain
the greatest possible yardage from the
amount of new wool allocated for civilian
use under M-73.
The first of the amendments (Amendment
No. 2 to M-73) directs rayon staple fiber
producers to set aside each month for worsted
manufacturers such amo\mt of his produc
tion as may be designated by the Director
of Industry Operations of the WPB. From
this amount set aside each worsted manu
facturer may purchase during March the
equivalent of 1 percent of his basic quarterly
wool poundage.
The second amendment {Amendment No. 1
to M-73 amended and extended) applies to
the second quarter. While the amount of
rayon to be made available monthly to the
worsted producers Is not specified, In this
amendment, the viscose producers have al
ready been notified by the WPB that during
April they will have to set aside for the
worsted industry twice the amount they
were reqiiired to set aside In March. The
amounts to be set aside in May and J\me
are now being studied.
The amount of rayon thus made avail
able to the worsted industry is more than
is indicated at first glance. Thus, in
April each worsted manufacturer will be
able to buy rayon equal to 2 percent of
his quarterly wool poundage. This is
how that works out in actual figures,
using, for example, a worsted manufac
turer whose basic quarterly poundage
was 15,000 pounds of wool:
Basic quarterly poundage, under the Wool
Conservation Order, is one-half the number
of pounds of wool a manufacturer used
during the first half of 1941. Under M-73
as amended and extended through the sec
ond quarter, a worsted manufacturer is per
mitted to use In new wool during the second
quarter not more than 20 percent of his
basic quarterly poundage. Thus, the man
ufacturer with a basic quarterly poundage
of 15,000 pounds may use up to 3.000 pounds
of new wool during April. May, and June,
or an average of 1,000 pounds per month.
His April allocation of rayon staple fiber Is
2 percent of his basic quarterly wool pound
age—that is 2 percent of 15,000 pounds, or
300 pounds. Thus, he will be able to blend
with his 1,000 pounds of wool up to 300
pniiniig of rayon, giving him a mixture of
about 23 percent rayon and 77 percent
wool.
A-2 applicabEe to balance Brown heads textile allocation
of agricultural bag orders
The textile section of WPB on March
13 explained, in response to several in
quiries, that under the Cotton Bag Order
(M-107) any bag manufacturer whose
existing orders for cotton bag fabrics
listed in the order as "Cotton Textile
Fabric Suitable for Agricultural Bags"
have been only partially filled, can assign
a preference rating of A-2 to the unfilled
balance for any of these fabrics.
These fabrics include osnaburg, sheet
ing, and print cloth fabrics of certain
specified construction.
★ * *
Shoe manufacturers asked to
drop double-soled type
R. R. Guthric, chief of the WPB tex
tile branch asked shoe manufacturers
March 14 not to include the heavy brogue
type shoe using double soles in their
lines now being brought out for late
summer and early fall selling.
The appointment of Bruce J. Brown,
of South Orange, N. J., as chief of the
allocations and appeals section of the
WPB textile branch was announced
March 18. This section has charge of
the allocation of all textile fibers and
fabrics, such as wool, rayon, jute, kapok,
duck, burlap, etc., under WPB conserva




A prohibition (in order M-94) against
the pulling of wool from freshly flayed
or slated sheepskin when the wool is 2
Inches or less in length was changed
March 16 to 1 Inch or less. The same
amendment substituted for the words "a
Bradford wool count of 50 and up" the
words "of 46'3 grade or higher."
It v/as found that skins having a wool
pile of between 1 and 2 inches brought
prices considerably above even the present
advanced prices of shearlings.
It
Cuff prohibition takes in
trouser stocks on hand
Some retailers of men's and boys'
clothing have asked the War Production
Board If the prohibition against trouser
cuffs in M-73-a applies to stocks on hand
prior to the effective date of the order,
March 30.1942, but sold after the order
goes into effect.
The answer is yes, except for a small
percentage of trousers that come from
the factory already finished with cuffs.
Even then the cuffs must be removed if
alterations in the length of the trousers
are required.
In that connection, the apparel sec
tion of V7PB pointed out that keeping
cuffs off trousers already manufactured
and in process of manufacture before
March 30 will make available enough




The Kapok Conservation Order M-85
was amended March 16 as follows:
1. Extending from March 31 to April 30,
1942. the time In which dealers may seU,
transfer title to. or deliver iapok to manu
facturers for defense items.
2. Permitting dealers to purchase from
manufacturers and other dealers small stocte
on hand, for accumulation for Defense Sup-
piles Corporation.
3. Correcting the definition of Bureau 01
Marine Inspection and Navigation require
ments.
* ★ *
Limit on new wool doesn't
interfere with war orders
Restrictions on the use of new wool
during the first quarter of 1942 do not
prohibit the use of new wool to fill Gov
ernment contracts and other defense or
ders, and the War Production expects
woolen and worsted manufacturers to fill
their Government contracts and other
defense orders on schedule, the textile
branch of the WPB said March 13.
The textile branch issued this state
ment after learning that some manu
facturers have recently informed the
War and Navy departments and their
defense order custDmers that they will
not be able to fill their contracts on
schedule because of the 80 percent wool
limitation during the first quarter.
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A-10 assigned office supplies,
some automotive equipment
for petroleum industry
Office supplies and certain automotive
equipment have been included in the list
of things to which a preference rating
may be extended by the various branches
of the petroleum industry under the terms
of the amended order P-98 which was
issued on March 14 by the Director of
Industry Operations.
Exceptions
Automotive equipment, as used in the
order, includes any specialized material
for containing, measuring or dispensing
petroleum, but does not include auto
mobiles, trucks, tires, or chassis. Subject
to the restrictions of the order, a rating
of A-10 may now be assigned by petro
leum enterprises to orders for office sup
plies and automotive equipment.
The definitions of production, operat
ing supplies and other terms used in the
order have been considerably changed
and clarified. Main gas trunk lines are
now specifically excluded from ths kinds
of petroleum enterprise to which priority
assistance is extended by the order, since
they may operate under P-46.
The preference ratings assigned by the
order have been consolidated into one
group of ratings which may be used for
specified purposes by the various
branches of the petroleum industry.
The change is largely a matter of form
rather than substance, however.
loventory restrictions
The restrictions of inventories which
may be carried by a petroleum operator
have been changed to provide that a min
imum practicable inventory shall in no
case exceed a 90-day supply. The inven
tory restriction in the order before it was
amended was based on a percentage of
the operators' inventories in 1940. The
restrictions on the use of ratings assigned
imder the order to supplies have been
changed to allow suppliers who do not
process or alter the material which they
supply to accumulate the ratings served
on them up to a period of 3 months so
that they may place an order for a mini
mum commercial quantity.
The order as amended is extended to
May 15, 1942. It was scheduled to ex
pire on March 15, 1942.
The reports which may be required
in connection with the order, and all
communications concerning it should be
addressed to the Office of Petroleum Co
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Priority Reg, No. 1:
1. Interpretation No. 1
Companies engaged In seasonal operations will notbevlolat^ theregulation
iftwy refram from hoarding andifdelivenee received for Inventory areno
greater and no farther in advance than those normally accepted to meet
anticipated requirements.
3-9-42.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 21)
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Installation of fuel oil burners
discouraged in East, Oregon
and Washington to save stocks
In a move to conserve stocks of fuel
oil In coastal areas, installation of new
fuel-oil burning equipment in 17 Eastern
States, the District of Columbia, Oregon,
and Washington is discouraged by Lim
itation Order L-56, issued March 14 by
the Director of Industry Operations and
effective immediately.
The order forbids delivery of fuel oil
for use in any new equipment unless
Installation is completed within 30 days,
or in any converted facilities unless the
conversion is completed within 10 days.
An exception is made in the case of new
construction if foundations are com
pleted within 30 days and if fuel-oil
burning equipment is specified in the
construction contract.
Asked to use other facilities
Consumers now using fuel oil are also
forbidden to accept additional supplies
unless they are malUng full use of stand
by facilities using fuels or power other
than electricity or natural gas. Sup
pliers are not allowed to make deliveries
of fuel oil to such consumers unless the
standby facilities are being used to the
fullest possible extent.
The order also provides that the Direc
tor of Industry Operations may examine
fuel-oil burning facilities already in
stalled, and suggests conversion for use
of a less scarce fuel. After notice suf
ficient to permit such conversion, the
Director of Industry Operations may
forbid further deliveries of fuel oil to the
consumer who fails to convert.
The order provides for appeals in
cases where its terms might work special
hardship. The order does not Epp?y to





WPB has made the following correc
tion in Preference Rating order P-98, as
amended and extended:
Through a typographical error, the
preference rating assipued to materials
to be used in the search for and discov
ery of new petroleum pools in paragraph
(b) <3) was erroneously printed as A-l-c.
The rating for tliis purpose is A-l-e.
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RATIONING...
limits typewriter manufacture,
entire output held for rationing;
part of industry to make guns
Seeking to hasten conversion of the
typewriter industry to war work, the War
Production Board on March 18 curtailed
production to meet only the most essen
tial requirements, and assumed control
over the distribution of all new machines.
The program, aimed at production
during the remainder of this year of 325,-
000 standard and 75.000 portable type
writers, is tied in closely with the ration
ing plan undertaken by the OfBce of Price
Administration. The industry's output
last year was approximately 730.000
standard and 530.000 portable typs-
writers.
Typewriters produced under the pro
gram. embodied in Limitation Order
L-54-A, will be made available to the
Army and Navy and certain other essen
tial Government and export uses to be
determined by WPB. Stocks of new ma
chines now held by dealers will be ra
tioned by OPA, and civilian users will
have to obtain machines through OPA.
Anny,Navy to get largepercentage
The Army and Navy will be allotted
approximately 88 percent of the total
number of portable machines produced
during the balance of the year, and about
68 percent of the standard machines pro
duced. During the period from March
15 to May 31, the Army will he permitted
to acquire 27,908 new portables and 53.-
319 new standards, and the Navy will be
entitled to 7,855 new portables and 21,-
373 new standards. During June and
during each succeeding month the quotas
for the Army will be 3.409 portables
and 15,172 standards, and for the Navy
959 portables and 6,081 standards.
Quotas not taken up in any one period
may be carried over.
WPB will ration new typewriters to
other Government agencies through the
Procurement Division of the Treasury
Department. Special permission must be
obtained from the Director of Industry
Operations before any Government
agency can obtain a new typewriter for
export to any foreign government under
tenns of the Lend-Lease Act. Ordinary
exports must have not only the Direc
tor's approval, but also the approval of
the Office of Export Control of the Board
of Economic Warfare.
In seeking to regulate production so
that essential requirements can be met
and the typewTiter industry can at the
same time convert a large part of its
facilities quickly to ordnance production,
WPB established a production schedule
for the pwiod March 15-May 31, and
for June.
Under this schedule, the five largest
manufacturers—TJndarwood. Remington,
Royal, L. C. Smith & Corona, and In
ternational Business Machines—must cut
their production of standard models dur
ing the balance of this month and during
April and May by 25 percent below aver
age monthly sales during 1941. The
Woodstock Typewriter Co. must cut its
output during the same period by 10
percent.
During June, the five big producers
must curtail output by 47 percent, and
Woodstock by 25 percent. The same
rates of curtailment apply to the manu
facture of sets of parts for export, but
there are no restrictions on production
of repair parts for domestic use.
Biggercot for portables
Only four concerns—Underwood. Rem
ington, Royal, and h. C. Smith & Co
rona—msJce portable typewriters and
repair parts for them. During the re
mainder of March and during April and
May, production of partables must be
cut by 64 percent below average monthly
sales in 1941, and during June the reduc
tion must be 89 percent. The same cuts
apply to output of sets of parts for
export. Manufacturers who do not pro
duce their quotas during the period
March 15-May 31 may make up deficien
cies in subsequent periods.
The production schedule affects noise
less and electric types of nonportable
typewriters, but does not place any re
strictions on the manufacture of spe
cially built machines, such as those
having a wide carriage and used in ac
counting work. Braille typewriters, and
toy typewriters. Nor does it apply to
telegraphically controlled typewriters,
linotype machines, or monotype ma
March 24, 1942
chines. Anordercontrolling production
of wide-carriage typewriters and other
office machinery Is being prepared.
Freeze order revoked
Meanwhile, to clarify any actions that
may have been taken under General lim
itation Order L-54, which froze all deliv
eries of new and used typewriters as of
midnight March 6, WPB Issued a brief
interpretation stating that that order
likewise did not apply to specially de
signed typewriters, linotype machines,
etc. Order L-54 is automatically re
voked by issuance of the new order, but
delieveries expressly authorized under It
by WPB may be completed.
In arriving at the quotas of new stand
ard models for the Army and Navy and
other Government agencies, WPB or
dered manufacturers to set aside 48.9
percent of their production in each quota
penod for delivery to the Army, 19.6 per
cent for the Navy, and the remaining 31.5
percent for distribution according to
WPB Instructions. Stocks of new stand
ard machines now in manufacturers*
hands also must be held for WPB ration
ing. Portable typewriters now held by
manufacturers and those to be produced
may be delivered only to the Army and
Navy or upon WPB authorization.
Stocks of new standard and portable
machines now held by dealers and all
Imports of new typewriters must remain
frozen until released under the Office of
Price Administration's rationing pro
gram. This does not apply to deliveries
to the Army or Navy, for which dealers
may obtain replacements from manufac
turers upon presentation of a copy of a
purchase order dated on or after March
18.
★ ★ ★
DEAN NAMED CHIEF OF
GASOLINE RATIONING
Appointment of Joel Dean as chief of
gasoline rationing in the newly created
Rationing Division of the Office of Price
Administration was announced March
18 by Acting Price Administrator Hamm.
Mr. Dean, an industrial engineer and as
sistant professor at the School of Busi
ness of the University of Chicago, has
been serving since July as price executive
of the macliinery section of OPA. Suc
ceeding Mr. Dean as machinery price ex
ecutive is Carroll L. Christenson, for
merly associate price executive.
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Tire deliveries suspended for
company held to be violator
An order suspending until June 30,
1942, all deliveries of new tires and tubes
to an Albany. N. Y., tire dealer who has
been found to be a willful violator of
CPA's tire-rationing regulations was is
sued March 14 by Acting Price Adminis
trator Hamm.
The order, first of its kind, was di
rected against Silverstein's Tire & Bat
tery Service, Inc., of Albany, and its
president, George Silverstein. Written
charges that the company and its presi
dent had willfully violated the tire regu
lations on numerous occasions by selling
new tires and tubes to unauthorized pur
chasers were served on Silverstein and a
public hearing at which he was afforded
an opportunity to refute the charges was
held in Albany March 7.
The suspension order, which went into
effect immediately and expires at mid
night June 30, 1942, specifically prohibits
George Silverstein or Silverstein Tire &
Battery Service, Inc., from receiving new
tires and tubes from any source and for
bids any person to sell, transfer, or de
liver any tires and tubes to Silverstein or
his company.
★ ★
New inspection rules aid release
of retreads and tire carcasses
The suspension order, which went into
plication for retread rationing certifi
cates on truck or tractor tires that have
been frozen in the hands of retreading
establishments since February 19, 1942,
have been announced by OPA.
Under the Revised Tire Rationing
Regulations, before the ruling announced
March 18, a local rationing board could
not Issue a retreading certificate except
after inspection of the tire on the wheel.
In the cases of carcasses frozen in re
treading shops, on-the-wheel inspection
was not practical. The ruling to relieve
such situations permits inspection of
such tires In retreading shops.
Inspection of tires already retreaded
but still in retreading shops as of Feb
ruary 19 obviously would serve no pur
pose. In such cases inspection is waived
and an eligible vehicle opei'ator who
wishes to regain possession of a truck tire
may apply to the local rationing board
for a retread certificate without present
ing an inspector's report.
★ VICTORY ★ IS
WPB cuts gasoline deliveries one
in Eastern States, Washington, and
Deliveries of gasoline to service stations
and bulk consumers in 17 Eastern Spates,
the District of Columbia, Washington, and
Oregon were cut by one-fifth beginning
March 19.
This curtailment, designed to conserve
gasoline in areas to which it must be
transported over considerable distances,
Is prescribed by Limitation Order L-70,
Issued by the Director of Industry Opera
tions upon recommendation of the Office
of Petroleum Coordinator. The curtail
ment goes into effect on March 19.
Essential services get first call
The order directs service stations to
give preference in supplying gasoline to
physicians, surgeons, nurses, veterinar
ians, Government-owned vehicles, com
mercial vehicles including taxicabs, and
also for use in commercial, industrial,
and agricultural machinery and equip
ment. Rationing of gasoline to other cus
tomers will be left to the discretion of
service station operators.
Beginning April 1, sei-vice stations and
bulk consumers in the curtailment areas
may receive each month only 80 percent
of one-third of the total amount of gaso
line received by them between December
1, 1941, and February 28, 1942. A pro
portional reduction must be made in de
liveries during the last 13 days of March.
Between March 15 and March 19, no
one was to be allowed to make or receive
deliveries of abnormally large quantities
of motor fuel. The proportional reduc
tion may be varied in later months by
the Director of Industry Operations, as
the situation warrants.
Seasonal adjustments provided
Provision is made for seasonal adjust
ment of the quotas of service stations
whose operations vary substantially from
month to month, using the period from
December 1, 1940 to February 28, 1941,
as a base. Appeals from the terms of
the order may be made in cases where
it works exceptional hardship. Dealers in
Eastern States and the District of Co
lumbia should address such appeals to the
District Director of Marketing, 013ce of
Petroleum Coordinator, 122 East Forty-
second Street, New York City. Dealers
in Oregon and Washington should ad
dress their appeals to the District Di
rector of Marketing, OPC, 855 Subway
Terminal Building, Los Angeles, Calif.
Service stations in the curtailment
areas must limit their operations to a
tpftvimnm of 12 houTS in any one day and
fon
to a total of 72 hours a week, except to
provide service for motor boats and to
physicians, nurses, and the other pre
ferred consumers listed above. To receive
preference, consumers who are entitled
to it under the order must certify their
right to preference in a form prescribed
by the order.
Service stations which furnish easoiine
to vehicles or boats owned by the Army
or Navy outside their usual course of
business may receive an equivalent
amount from their suppliers in addition
to their regular monthly quotas.
SERVICE STATION PRICES Of gas
oline frozen. Page 22.
★ * ★
Multiple retread machines
allotted more truck camelback;
small tire molds get 309 pounds
Provisions for an original allotment of
300 pounds of truck type camelback to
retreaders and recappers for certain
small gage truck tire molds and addi
tional allotments for retreading or re
capping machines capable of treating
more than one tire at a time are con
tained in Amendment No. 2 to Revised
Tire Rationing Regulations issued March
16 by the OPA and effective March 17.
Under the amendment, each machine
that can recap or retread two or more
tires simultaneously will be allowed a
maximum of 1,500 pounds of truck camel-
back instead of 750 pounds as originally
provided. &'en though a retreading es
tablishment already has received author
ization to purchase enough camelback to
bring its inventory up to 750 pounds for
each such machine, it may now be allowed
an additional amount.
Certain small truck tire size molds not
originally provided for under the Revised
Tire Rationing Regulations are now al
lotted 300 pounds of truck type camel
back. Each mold or curing table equipped
with matrices capable of retreading
or recapping truck tires 5.50-17 and 30
by 5 or larger, but which cannot handle
sizes 7.50-20 or larger, is made eligible
for an initial allotment of 300 pounds of
truck camelback.
Application for supplementary allot
ment for multiple machines and for orig
inal allotment on eligible small size
molds must be made on or before April
1, 1942, on forms available through local
rationing boards.
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Production Drive is a straightforward
team effort to reach our goals—Nelson
More money for war effort
since Pearl Harbor
In the 3 months after the Pearl Harbor
attack, the United States made available
for the war effort more money than In
the 18 preceding months. War Production
Board data showed March 16.
Prom June 1940, until the Japanese
attack, total funds voted by Congress for
the war effort and made available for
spending by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation came to $64,329,000,000.
Prom December 7 through March 5,
$72,603,000,000 was made available—a
total of $136,932,000,000.
Tanks, guns get largest share
The largest share of the total—$32,-
517,000,000, or 24 percent—was for the
manufacture of tanks, guns, and am
munition. The next most important
share—$26,804,000,000, or 20 percent—
was for airplanes.
(Continued from page 1)
management committees In each plant
to stimulate war production. It calls for
greater plant efficiency. That means If
anyone has a suggestion as to how we
can do our job faster, smoother, and more
efficiently, ti.c^ suggestion must be passed
along to where it will do the most good—
the most good for our country and for
free men and women everywhere.
A "simple, straightforward effort"
This drive is not designed to further
the special interests of a group. It is
not a scheme to promote company
unions. It is not a device to add to or
tear down power or position of any exist
ing unions. It does not interfere with
bargaining machinr ry where it exists. It
is not a management plan, a labor plan
or any other plan. It is the War Pro
duction Board plan. It is a perfectly
simple, straightforward effort to increase
production. I have said this before and
I am saying it again for the simple reason
that a few people still do not seem to
understand it. I am glad to say that
a great majority do imderstand it and
have accepted it in the spirit in which
it was proposed.
The Nazis doa't like it
Frankly, I was both pleased and
alarmed to learn that the Nazis do not
like our Production Drive. They are
afraid of it. They are afraid that this
Nation is buckling down to the produc
tion of more war equipment; and they
know that means ultimate defeat for
them. That is why I was glad to know
that the Nazis take this thing seri
ously—very seriously.
They'll seize every opeoins
The reason I was alarmed is because
I do not underrate the fiendish clever
ness of the Nazi mob. They will seize
every opening—they will use eveiy argu
ment—to try to spread doubt and con
fusion, discontent and mistrust. They
are already trying to convince Ameri
can citizens that some other American
citizen is putting over a sly trick: That
there are mysterious and insidious forces
at play here; that the whole thing is
not what it appears to be; that the
American people cannot trust their lead
ers or each other. Beware of the man
who instills doubt in your mind. He
may not be Hitler's agent, but he is doing
that agent's work, Let me repeat once
more, groundless fears of a few people
could bog down the whole effort.
The enemy is clever at tliis sort of
thing. He has done It successfully be
fore. He knows that this is his crucial
test. Unless he can divide this Nation
now—unless he can set one group against
another—unless he can make us fear
each other—unless he can lead us into
the same pitfalls he prepared for the
people of France and Norway and all
the rest of them—unless he can do these
things to our people, then he is licked.
But we willpull together
I say that Hitler cannot and will not
split this great American production
team. I say that we will pull together—
not apart.
Scoreboard from the Plan Book • . .
This jig-saw puzzle is one of the scoreboards suggested by the War
Production Board Official Plan Book for the Production Drive. The
yelling Hitler above is to be laid out in 100 squares, each representing
1 percent of a plant's quota. (Tliink up your own sketches If you'd
rather, the Plan Book adds.) Colors on this board should contrast
with those on the squares which will be laid over it as plant production




A statement of the relationships be
tween the War Production Board and the
War Department was made pubUc March
18 by the officeof WPB Chairman Nelson.
One paragraph reads as follows:
"From this time forward there is to
be no layering within or between the
War Production Board and the War De
partment. Any officer of either agency
is not only free, but is hereby directed to
make direct contact with his opposite or
any person from whom he needs advice,
assistance, or decision by personal inter
view, telephone, or written communica
tion. Wherever-possible, missions should
be accomplished first and thereafter may
be confirmed, where necessary for routine,
through channels. Personal interview or
telephone communication is to be used
in preference to written communications
in handling urgent matters."
★ ViaORY ★
Rising determination
is reported from first
Rising enthusiasm for the Production
Drive was reported to War Production
Board headquarters by field men at
tending the four regional conferences
held March 18.
Official reports on the conferences,
called to put into effect means of increas
ing the output of planes, tanks, guns,
ships, and machine tools, said spontane
ous approval of the drive was even more
marked than at the first two conferences
the day before.
At the Milwaukee meeting, where 350
representatives of management and labor
attended, one representative offered a res
olution supporting the drive. When res
olutions were ruled beyond the agenda
of the conference, the representatives
rose In a unanimous gesture of confi
dence in the Production Drive.
. . . of the War Production Drive
The hanging Hitler is drawn on a board the same size as the yelling
Hitler and cut Into 100 squares. As production goes forward, each
1 percent of quota is represented by fastening one of these squares
over theyelling Hitler. Square with noose goes in last. (Two-column
mats of the above Illustrations are available for publication—make
requests to Distribution Section. Division of Information. Office for




At Pittsburgh, 600 men representing
management and labor in the Ohio-
Western Pennsylvania industrial area
jammed aisles and several times broke
out in cheers.
350 attend at Newark
At Newark, 350 representatives met
and WPB men who had attended the
New York meeting March 17 said the New
Jersey group showed keen Interest.
At Springfield. Mass,, 100 attended and
pledged support of the drive. Confer
ences were scheduled for March 19 in
Buffalo, Chicago, Hartford, and Phila
delphia. Asecondconference willbe held
in Philadelphia March 26.
The first conferences were held in New
York and Boston, March 17.
WPB field men attending the New York
and Boston meetings reported that the
conferences were marked by expressions
of unanimous determination to increase
production.
Of the 200 representatives attending
the New York meeting. 113 were from
management and 87 from labor.
Attending were labor and management
spokesmen for companies once manu
facturing elevators and now turning out
gun mounts, for fii'ms shifting from type
writers to machines, from railroad en
gines to tanks, from safety razors to
shells, from printing presses to gun parts.
Labor leaders told how production had
already been increased in several plants.
One representative, speaking from the
floor, told how 176Ideas were written out
and dropped into a box in 1 week.
Approximately 150 representatives at
tended the Boston meeting. Gail Smith,
of the United Electrical, Radio and Ma
chine Workers, in urging that the drive
be extended to include every plant, said:
"The smallest things may be just as
important as the biggest on the assembly
line, I have seen a line of bombers
waiting for weeks for only one small part.
If those planes had been in Java or Mac-
Arthur could have had them, victory
could have been won at Java and Mac-
Arthur would not have had to be stifling
in a foxhole in Bataan." When the news
was announced a few minutes later that
MacArthur was in Australia, the repre
sentatives broke out in cheers.
Reports to the WPB offices in Wash
ington said that at both meetings speak
ers dealt decisively with suggestions that
the Production Drive was anything but a
plan to break production bottlenecks by
wholehearted cooperation.
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TRANSPORTATION...
Railroads given new aid in getting
materials for repair and operation
The country's railroads, confronted by
a huge war transportation burden, were
giren new and broader priorities assist
ance by the War Production Board
March 17, to enable them to obtain criti
cal materials necessary to maintain and
operate their properties.
A-I-a for emergeocy repairs
Preference Rating Order P-88 was
issued by J. S. Knowlson, Director of In
dustry Operations, to set up a four-point
rating system for materials going iiito
railroad maintenance and repair. The
plan makes available:
1. An A-l-a rating for delivery of
materials needed for emergency re
pairs upon specific approval of WPB.
2. A rating on deliveries of raw ma
terials, with the quantity and rating to
be determined by WPB on a quarterly
basis.
3. An A-3 rating for delivery of ma
terials essential for track structure,
signal, communication system, and
train and locomotive repair and opera
tion, including perishable tools. Use
of this rating will be controlled by
quarterly inventory statements to be
submitted to WPB.
4. An^ A-8 rating on all other main
tenance. repair, and operating supplies,
which also will be controlled by quar
terly inventory.
Each railroad may start operating
under the order as soon as it has filed
with V/PB on form PD-352, a statement
showing its present Inventories of repair
and maintenance supplies. Pending the
transition, the railroads will continue to
function under P-100, the general main
tenance and repair program carrying
an A-10 rating, and under orders P-8
and P-21, both of which have been ex
tended until April SO.
Order P-8 makes available an A-3 rat
ing for materials going into construction
and maintenance of freight cars, and
P-21 makes the same rating available for
repair and rebuilding of steam, electric,
or diesel locomotives.
P-20 extended to April 30
In another action affecting railroads,
WPB on March 17 extended until Apiil
30 Preference Rating Order P-20, which
makes availfib'.e an A-3 rating for ma
terials going into new construction of
locomotives. Meanwhile, locomotive and
freight car builders are being directed
to change over to the Production Re
quirement Plan.
The ratings made available under P-88
may be used by a railroad or a supplier,
and certain restrictions are set forth to




sections and chiefs listed
Organization of the division of motor
transport and appointments to top posi
tions in the division were made public
March 18 by Defense Transportation Di
rector Eastman.
Ray G. Atherton has been appointed
associate director, in charge of the fifld
organization of the division. H. Richard
Stickel has been named executive assist
ant to John L, Rogers, director.
Eight sections have been established
within the division:
Allocation and materials section. H. H.
Kelly. Administration of rationing program
for trucks and other commercial vehicles and
motor vehicle materials, in cooperation with
War Prctluction Board,
Vehicle maintenance section—William J.
Cumniing, Administration of motor vehicle
maintenance program, including mainte
nance Inspection of commercial vehicles in
cooperation with inspection agencies of State
governments.
Tire maintenance section—Robert D.
Thomas. Development of a program of pre
ventive maintenance of tires and tubes.
Petroleum carrier section—Sam F. Nlness.
Coordination of the transportation of petro
leum products by tank trucks to assure maxi
mum efficiency in tlie utilization of equip
ment.
Operations, property carriers—Edward J.
Buhner. Coordination of intercity trucking
operations and local cartage operations to
bring about maximum utilization of equip
ment.
Operations, passenger carriers—Robert E
Maxwell. Coordination of services of line-
haul motor buses.
Farm vehicle secticm—Robert A. Hicks.
Development of a program to bring about
efficient utilization of farm automotive
equlpm?nt.
Local deliver!/ section—Edmund M. Brady.
Coordination of retail and consumer truck
deliveries to conserve equipment through
elimination of duplication and overlapping,
Field offices are soon to be established
by the division of motor transport in
cities throughout the country.
Marcl) 24, 1942
Steel plate shipments to three
railroads halted except for
boilers, fire boxes
In the first action of Its kind taken
under the terms of the Steel Plate Allo
cation Order. M-21-c, the Division of In
dustry Operations has instructed suppli
ers of steel plates by telegram to make
no further shipments, except for locomo
tive boilers and fire boxes, to the Penn
sylvania Railroad. New York Central
Railroad, and Louisville &Nashville Rail
road.
The action was taken as a result of
information contained in the Jlrst filing
of a new inventory report called for by
the iron and steel branch of the WPB.
The reports showed that in the case
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, inventory
on hand in plates was approximately 7
times the reported average monthly usej
in the case of the Louisville &Nashville,
inventory was more than 13 times the
average monthly use, and for the New
York Central, the inventory was more
than 7 times the average monthly use.
Because of heavy military and naval
demand for steel plate for tanks and
ships, plate steel has been under strict
allocation since December 1. 1B41.
The policy of WPB as expressed in Pri
orities Regulation No. 1, as amended, re
quires all users of scarce materials to





Acting on the recommendation of the
Requirements Committee. Director of
Industry Operations Knowlson has di
rected that railroad requirements for
36,000 freight cars and 1.260,000 tons of
heavy rail in 1942 be filled. William L.
Batt, chaii'man of the Requirements
Committee, announced March 17,
The iron and steel branch has been
instructed to schedule March require
ments for steel shapes, sheets, bars, and
rails and to continue schedules until
the authorizations made by the Supply
Priorities and Allocations Board on Jan
uary 1, 1942. have been filled.
Tlie transportation branch will deter
mine the distribution of these materials
among United States railroads.
March 24, 1942
Railroad scrap for conversion
into new products of same type
excepted from copper ceiling
Railroad scrap which is reprocessed
under conversion agreements approved
by the War Production Board is excepted
from Revised Price Schedule No. 20
(Copper and Copper Alloy Scrap) in
Amendment No. 2, announced March 14
by Acting Administrator Hamra. The
amendment is retroactively effective to
February 27, 1942, date on which Price
Schedule No. 20 was amended to impose
maximum prices on copper alloy scrap.
The exception granted by the new OPA
amendment has no real effect upon scrap
prices, and will operate to avoid any in
crease in the net cost of castings to the
railroads. It permits a converting
foundry to set a book value, higher than
maximum prices, on copper alloy scrap
materials such as scrap journal bearings,
locomotive brass castings, and steam
metal, which are relumed directly to
the foundry for conversion into new
products of the same type and composi
tion.
Tlie exception provided by the amend
ment is available only to foundries com
plying with a request made by the Ad
ministrator on January 30, 1942, to all
nonferrous foundries, asking them to
hold their prices at October 1-15 levels.
Railroads will therefore not pay higher
net prices for the products returned to
them under the agreements than pre
vailed between October 1 and October
15, 1941.
Conversion contracts for railroad scrap
are of long standing. They are consid
ered economically desirable because the
scrap is recast without loss of metal in
intermediate melting operations.
★ * *
Coonley succeeds Ely as
head of simplification branch
The appointment of Howard Coonley
as chief of the simplification branch of
the Bureau of Industrial Conservation
was announced March 16 by Bureau
Chief Lessing J. Rosenwald.
Mr Coonley, chairman of the board of
the Walworth Co., replaces Dr. Edwin W.
Ely, who recently was called back to his
post as chief of the division of simplified
practice of the National Bureau of
Standards.
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"Travel as usual" will be more difficult
in months to come, Eastman warns
Mounting demands upon passenger
transportation facilities will make "travel
as usual" more and more difficult during
the months to come, Joseph B. Eastman,
Director of Defense Transportation, de
clared in a statement issued March IS.
Although he expressed sympathy with
the need for vacations and recreation,
and endorsed the growing practice of
staggering vacations throughout the year,
Mr. Eastman said that a word of warning
should nevertheless be sounded regarding
future shortages of passenger facilities
on common carriers.
Mr. Eastman predicted a heavy in
crease in the demand for passanger serv
ice as a result of military movements,
rising employment and wages, and a shift
from private automobiles to common car
riers. Because of difficulties in obtain
ing new equipment, railroads and motor
bus lines probably will be unable to
handle all civilian traffic at all times, he
said.
Urging the public to consult carriers
before planning trips, Mr. Eastman said
that conventions, pleasure trips, vaca
tions, or other activities involving non-
essential travel by rail or bus should for
the present be restricted by voluntary
action. He pointed to President Roose
velt's statement that "recreation as
usual" should be limited to such recrea
tion as serves to promote the national
war effort.
Some conventions already scheduled
may have to be postponed indefinitely,
Mr. Eastman said, but no general ration
ing of rail or bus passenger tickets is
immediately contemplated.
Mr. Eastman disclosed that he has
asked tne railroads to tighten up exist
ing restrictions on the issuance of passes
and to take steps to ensure that existing
passenger-carrying equipment Is used at
full efficiency. The request was made in
a letter to J. J. Pelley. president of the
Association of American Railroads.
iigns to s|
production, freight car builders asked
Seeking to expedite production of
freight cars vitally needed for transpor
tation of war supplies, the transporta
tion equipment branch has asked all car
builders to standardize and pool car
designs.
To free more facilities for war work
Andrew Stevenson, branch chief, said
in a letter to manufacturers that "all
orders for box, hopper, gondola, and fiat
cars during the emergency should be
limited to the types and designs" set
forth in a study made by the car con
struction committee of the Association of
American Railroads.
The standardized designs will eliminate
variations in height, width, and length of
freight cars used on various railroads,
and will result in a general speed-up of
production through two channels:
1, Elimination ot much of the time required
by manufacturers to shift from one design
to another, thus freeing more faculties for
war work. (It has been estimated that 3
to 7 days are lost whenever a plant makes
such a shift.)
2. Reduction of the number of sizes and
shapes to be rolled by steel mills, thus making
possible faster deliveries and at the same
time increasing the availability of steel pro
duction for war goods.
Car builders were asked to exchange
drawings and patterns in order to expedite
the standardization program, and were
advised that the transportation equip
ment branch would recommend steel al
locations only for the construction of
cars meeting the AAR designs and
specifications.
★ ★ ★
Price regulations cover exports
unless excepted, says Hamm
Because apparently there still exists in
some quarters a misunderstanding of the
application of maximum price regulations
to export sales of certain metals, the fol
lowing statement was issued March 13 by
John E. Hamm, Acting Price Adminis
trator:
Maximum price regulations apply to all
sales of the particular commodities covered,
whether domestic or for export, unless a
specific exception Is Included. The fact that
a particular regulation does not provide a
margin for. or mention, export sales does not
mean that such sales are not subject to its
terms. Where such a situation prevails, the
maximum prices established apply to export
as well as to domestic sales, and export sales
at prices In excess of those set forth are
violations, and will be subject to all of the
penalties provided by the Emergency Price
Control Act of 1942.
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HOUSING...
WPB approves 350,000 dwelling units,
doubling program for war housing
The WPB announced March 17 that
it bad approved the construction of an
additional 350,000 dwelling units for
war industry workers, more than dou
bling the original defense housing pro
gram announced last September 19.
The program was recommended by the
National Housing Agency.
One hundred and fifty thousand of the
newly approved units will be erected by
agencies of the Federal Government,
while the remaining 200,000 will be pri
vately financed.
Ratiogs and other aid offered
In addition to preference ratings as
signed to the projects, other appropriate
assistance will be given to contractors to
assure delivery of materials essential to
approved construction in areas certified
by the National Housing Agency as being
in need of additional living accommo
dations.
The Housing Priorities Branch of the
WPB, which administers the program,
has drawn up a set of broad regulations,
based on past experience and designed
to assure that the new units to be
erected will be made available to war
workers at prices which they can afford
to pay.
The maximum permitted charges for
housing erected with priority assistance
remain at a $50 rental per unit per
month, or a price of $6,000 per family
dwelling, if for sale,
At least 100.000 of the new privately
financed dwellings will be for rent, and
will be so spaced as to provide rental
housing in every certified defense area,
in quantities based on expected immi
gration of war workers as estimated from
the labor requirement figures of war
industry plants.
Exclusive preference to war workers
In addition, the following conditions
must be met by owners;
1. Exclusive preference for all housing
for which priority orders are issued
shall be given to defense workers.
Such preference shall be In effect
for at least 30 days after date of
completion, as determined by the
Administrator of the National Hous
ing Agency.
2. Housing erected under priorities for
rental shall be actually for rental,
but houses which are sold under
lease-option-to-buy contract, under
which the purchaser is given at
least 30 months in which to pay his
down payment, and is under no
obligation to purchase during said
period, and whose total monthly
payments are equal to or less than
rent for equivalent accommoda
tions, shall be included in the allo
cation for rental units.
8. Applicants for priorities shall specify
the rent to be charged on any dwell
ing. The tjT)e of housing to which
priorities are granted should in each
area be such as to provide shelter
for defense workers at a rate not
to exceed 20 percent of the esti
mated annual earnings of such
workers, as pre-determined In the
locality program report.
4. Specified rents shall be in effect for




Additional simplification of plumbing
and heating equipment has been ordered
by WPB.
Schedule IV to Limitation Order L-42
requires producers of cast iron soil pipes
and fittings to put the following simpli
fied practices in effect on April 1:
1. Discontinuance of the manufacture
of medium soil pipes.
2. A reduction in weights of extra
heavy soil pipes.
3. Elimination of use of brass pipe
plugs and brass-trap screws with soil pipe
fittings.
Schedule IV is expected to result in
saving considerable amounts of pig iron,
scrap iron, and brass.
Producers are permitted to deliver soil
pipes or fittings, not conforming to the
simplified practices, if such pipes or fit
tings were in stock in finished form on
April 1.
Previous schedules to Limitation Order
L-42 required the simplification of valves,
pipe fittings, metal Jackets, fusible plugs,
and tricocks.
March 24, 1942
A-10 applied, within limits,
to emergency repair of
plumbing and heating
Issuance of an order designed to fa
cilitate the maintenance and repair of
existing plumbing and heating installa
tions In farms, residences, and office and
apartment buildings was announced
March 14 by Director of Industry Opera
tions Knowlson.
The order (P-84) assigns an A-10 pref
erence rating, which may be applied by
an installer or supplier, to materials
needed for emergency plumbing and
heating repairs. The rating may not be
applied, however, to obtain copper al-
Teady fabricated in sheets, wires, rods,
or tubes or to any scarce materials which
can be eliminated by change of design
or by substitution.
W. Walter Timmis, chief of the plumb
ing and heating branch said:
The importance of maintaining existing
plumbing and beating facilities is recognised
In this order, but because the plumbing and
heating industry is chiefly a metal consum
ing Industry, every effort must be put forth
to keep consumption of critical materiale
at the liTeduclble minimum,
In other words, this order is not a guar
antee that existing plumbing and heating
faclUtlea will be maintained In exactly their
present state. For Instance, a heavy brass
chrome plate shower mixing valve would
not be replaced by one of the same type.
In normal times it has often been found
that it is cheeper to replace than to repair.
Replacement now can be made only if
there is no possibility of repair. In cases
where replacement is essential it will be
found that the items now being produced
are severely limited in number of types and
styles, that the weight has been reduced,
and that in many cases, less critical mate
rials are being used in place of the customary
materials.
The intent of this order is not only to In
sure maintenance and repair, but also to
insiue that the products made available
for that purpose are used only for essential
maintenance and repair.
OPA CORRECTS AMENDMENT
OPA has issued the following correction
in the text of Its PM2650. The release,
which deals with Amendment No. 1 to
Revi,sed Price Schediile No. 100 (Cast
Iron Soil Pipe and Fittings), in the text
section 1306.304 (b) the date April 1,1941,
appeared. This should read April 1,1942.
Also, in this schedule of the text, sec
tion 1306,308 (a) Effective Date of
Amendment should read as corrected
(sec. 1306.304 (b)) "to Amendment No. ,
1 to Revised Price Schedule No. 100 shall
become effective March 7, 1S42."
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Transit advisory committee
named to deal with
local problems
Formation of a transit industry ad
visory committee was announced March
20 by Joseph B. Eastman, Director of
Defense Transportation.
Hie committee will cooperate with Guy
A. Richardson, director of the ODT's
division of local transport, in dealing with
problems of local transportation.
Members of the committee are:
M. B. Boylan, vice president In charge of
operations. Public Service Coordinated Trans
port, 80 Park Place, Newark, N. J.; Edward
Dana, president and general manager, Boston
Elevated Hallway Co., 31 St. James Ave., Bos
ton, Mass.; Walter A. Draper, president, The
Cincinnati Street Railway Co., Dixie Terminal
Building, Cincinnati, Ohio; Tliomas Conway,
Jr., president, Philadelphia & Western Rail
way Co.. 715 Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.; George Keegan, com
missioner, Board of Transportation, New
York City Transit System, 250 Hudson St.,
New York, N. Y.; E. Roy Fitzgerald, president.
National City Lines, Inc.. 20 N. Wacker Drive,
Chicago, 111.; Alfred J. Lundberg, president.
East Bay Transit Co.. 2129 Grove St., Oakland,
Calif.; Charles W. Chase, president, Chicago
Surface Lines, 231 South La Salle St,, Chicago,
m.: Charles Gordon, managing director,
American Transit Association, 292 Madison
Ave., New York. N. Y.: Powell C. Groner,
president, Kansas City Public Service Co., 728
Delaware St., Kansas City. Mo.; Eoane War
ing, president, Memphis Street Railway Co.,
820 Beale Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
* ★ *
LEAD ALLOCATION EXTENDED
General Preference Order M-38, which
provides for the allocation of lead, has
been extended to December 31,1942. The
order was scheduled to expire March 31.
Milk dealers' aid sought in working out
plans to conserve tires and equipment
The Office of Defense Transportation
has requested management and labor en
gaged in the retail distribution of milk to
cooperate with the ODT in working out
plans for readjustment of local milk de
livery services to conserve tires and mo
tor vehicle equipment, Joseph B. East
man, Director of Defense Transportation,
announced March 18.
Suggested conservation methods
The request was made in letters sent
by John L. Rogers, director of the ODT's
division of motor transport, to R. B. Lit
tle, executive secretary of the Interna
tional Association of Milk Dealers, Chi
cago; Philip Miu-ray, president of the
CIO, and Daniel J. Tobin, president of
the International Brotherhood of Team
sters, Chauffeurs and Helpers of America,
Washington, D, C.
Mr. Rogers said that investigation by
his staff disclosed that milk delivery
equipment could be conserved by the fol
lowing methods:
(1) Establishment of every-othev-day re-
tall deliveries: (2) restriction of deliveries
to daylight hours, beginning not earlier than
7 a. m., In order to eliminate "call-backs" to
make collections or for other purposes; (3)
elimination of speclsd deliveries, retail and
wholesale: and (4) elimination of Sunday
wholesale deliveries, except to hospitals and to
the armed forces.
Trade views sought
The Department of Justice stated that
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groups, without consulting the ODT,;'
would not be violations of the antl-tru^
laws unless these plans involved .un
reasonable restraints of trade.- v
Pointing out that "conservation o^.iires
and equipment must be effected^Q^order
that necessary local deliyeV-y' s^rv5ce can
be continued for the lorjgest period pos
sible," Mr. Rogers urged"all inembers of
the International A^ciation of Milk
Dealers, and all State, local, or inde
pendent groups of milk distributors, to
submit to the ODT within 2 weeks,
through the association, their views on
the following questions:
1. Can the Industry as a whole adopt a
general conservation plan upon a Nation-wide
basis, or should any such plan be localized?
2. What plans now exist in any given local
ity and what has been their effect in con
serving equipment and materials?
3. What plans or programs are contemplated
in any given locality and what is the extent
of the conservation which is anticipated will
result? When will any such plan or program
become effective?
4. For what period of time coxild delivery
operations be carried on assuming, first, that
no conservation plan were in effect and, sec
ond. that no further purchases of motor
vehicles or tires could be made?
5. Woixld a plan or program containing the
several features, or substantially similar fea
tures, as hereinbefore outlined as the results
of our investigation, produce the most effec
tive conservation?
Mr. Murray and Mr. Tobin were asked
to submit the views of the unions on the
same questions.
Operators were requested to submit a
complete inventory report on all equip
ment using rubber tires, as well as a re
port on all tires in use and in stock.
Mr. Rogers said that "Members of my
staff have been advised during the course
of their investigation that retail milk dis
tributors have an average of 8 to 10
months' supply of tires on hand, assuming
that no conservation plan were to be ef




Restrictions on the sale of tung oil
have been removed by Amendment No. 2
to General Pi-eference Order M-57, an
nounced March 20 by the Director of In
dustry Operations.
The amendment permits manufac
turers who have tung oil on hand which
they are not permitted to use, because
the order allows tung oil to be used only
for certain specified pui-poses, to sell their
stocks to other manufacturers needing
the oil for a use which is permitted.
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PRICE ADMINISTRATION • • •
station prices for
Seaboard States,
Northwest, "frozen" at March 13 levels
in
Service station prices for gasoline In
19 Atlantic Seaboard and Pacific North
west States where tanker sinkings have
compelled a 20 percent curtailment In
deliveries to retail outlets, were "frozen"
at the levels of March 13, in an emer
gency order issued March 18 by Acting
Price Administrator Hamm.
Under 6€-day regutatioD
The order, a 60-day "temporary maxi
mum price regulation," was to become
effective March 23, and applies to all
sellers of gasoline located in Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts.
Rhode Island, Connecticut. New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Vir
ginia, Delaware, West Virginia. North
Carolina, Georgia, Florida east of the
Apalachicola River. Oregon. Washington,
and the District of Columbia. These
States and Washington, D. C., were des
ignated by the War Production Board on
March 14 as a "curtailment area" and
deliveries of motor fuel to retail outlets
within the area were ordered cut by 20
percent beginning March 19.
Operaiinsr rules io "curtailment area"
The OfBce of Price Administration, in
issuing its "ceiling" order March 19 laid
down the following rules for service sta
tion operations in the "curtailment
area":
1. No price may be charged for any grade
ol motor fuel that is higher than the price
that was posted for the same grade at the
close of business or at 11 p, m., on March 13
1842.
2. If, for some reason, there was no posted
price on that date, then the service station
cannot charge more than the price at which
It made Its last sale of a similar grade of
motor fuel during the 60 days prior to
March 13, 1942.
3. In the event a service station has begun
operations since March 13, 1942, It may estab
lish temporaiy maximum prices not higher
than those of other operators in the locality.
In these cases, however, the temporary prices
must be submitted to OPA within 10 days
for approval,
4. The maximum price for each grade of
gasoline sold at the station must be posted
conspicuously in letters at least 6 inches tall,
Penalties for violation
The Acting Administrator said his office
was giving serious consideration to tile
advisability of licensing service station
operators in the "curtailment area" as an
individual measure to assure compliance
with the maximum prices. In that event
any seller of gasoline in the "curtailment
area" who violated the price ceiling would
be warned first and then, if violation con
tinued, would be subject to court action
to have the license suspended. This, of
course, would be in addition to any crim
inal penalties that might apply.
Other provisioas
"Motor fuel." as defined in the tem
porary price regulation, "means liquid
fuel, except Diesel, used for the propul
sion of motor vehicles or motorboats and
shall include any liquid fuel to which
Federal gasoline taxes apply, except liquid
fuel used for the propulsion of aircraft."
A further prohibition in the OPA order
forbids gasoline sellers In the "curtail
ment area" from entering into any agree
ment for the adjustment of prices to
levels above those of March 13, 1942,
based on the possibility that the order
may be amended or held invalid by a
court. However, any seller may apply
to have the order amended.
★ ★ ★
Ford released from rule
on removaS of equipment
An amendment granting Ford Motor
Co. an exception from that part of OPA's
maximum price regulation for passenger
automobiles dealing v;ith removal of
standard equipment was issued March 17
by Acting Price Administrator Hamm.
By the amendment the Ford Co. is re
lieved from complying with the schedule's
requirement that the manufacturer's
maximum price for a 1942 passenger
automobile be reduced by the wholesale
value of any standard equipment re
moved at the factory.
The statement of considerations at
tached to the amendment recites the
Ford Company's claims that its costs on
over-all production, as well as on passen
ger automobiles, have increased to such
an extent that it has been operating at a
loss. Study of the books and records by
OPA investigators disclosed that the
limited relief sought was justified.
March 24, 1942
Four companies to cancel rises
on original tire eqmpment
The fom- major rubber companies hsve
agi'eed to rescind price increases put into
effect January 1, 1842, on tires sold as
original equipment for automobiles and
trucks' of all types and to rebate to
customers the amount collected In excess
of the December 31, 1941, level, Acting
Price Administrator Hamm announced
March 18.
Similar action was taken by the four
companies—Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
B. P. Goodrich Co., Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., and U. S. Rubber Co.—in
mid-January in regard to oiiginal-equlp-
ment tires sold to manufacturers of fai*m
machinery and equipment.
No automobile or farm-equipment
manfacturer had advanced prices to the
public on the strength of the higher tire
prices.
★ ★ ★
HOW TO SAVE GASOLINE
With gasoline deliveries in the Eastern
United States, Oregon, and Washington
curtailed one-fifth beginning March 19,
car owners in these areas must learn to
conserve gasoline, OPA has observed.
Pointing out that consumers can save
considerable gasoline by careful driving
habits and proper care of cars, the Con
sumer Division of OPA made the foUcw-
ing gas-saving suggestions:
Trade rides with yom- neighbors, cut out
Sunday drives, walk more.
Drive slowly and carefully. Speed and
careless driving are wasteful of gasoline.
Take care of your engine. A faulty engine
wastes gasoline.
Use the right oil. A lighter oil in winter
will make your engine run easier and burn
less gasoline.
Keep your carburetor and spark properly
adjusted.
Use your hand choke sparingly.
Use first and second gear as little as pos>
sible.
Have your spark plugs cleaned every 6,000
mUes, and have the distributor points checked
for cleaning and adjustment at the same
time.
If your clutch is slipping, get it adjusted
In^mediately. A slipping clutch means s
waste of engine pov;er and gasoline.
Clean your air cleaner every 5,000 miles.
Keep your battery charged. A well-charged
battery means easier starting, less choking,
less gasoline consumption.
Sse that the station attendant doesn't
overflow the gas tank v/hen Qiling.
Keep your tires properly inflated. It takes
more gasoline to drive a car with undet-
Inflated tires.
Park in the shade whenever possible.
March 24, 1942
OPA, Interior cooperate to
prevent any inflationary
prices for soft coal ^
Arrangements through which the Bi
tuminous Coal Division of the Depart
ment of the Interior and the Office of
Price Administi-ation will cooperate in
taking whatever steps are necessary to
prevent wartime inflationary prices for
bituminous coal were announced March
15 in an excliange of letters by Secretary
Harold L. Ickes and Price Administrator
Leon Henderson.
For action under Price Control Act
Under the arrangement, the Bitumi
nous Coal Division will recommend to
OPA steps leading to appropriate action
under the powers vested in OPA by the
Emergency Price Control Act with refer
ence to bituminous coal prices charged
by producers, distributors, and sales
agents.
OPA also will welcome any advice the
Division may offer regarding prices of
bituminous coal sold at retail.
The Division is empowered under the
arrangement to handle hearings, con
ferences, correspondence, etc., where
needed in order to discharge its recom
mendatory function in regard to pro
ducer and wholesale prices.
The arrangement was worked out
under section 201 (a) of the price control
act providing that the Price Administra
tor may utilize the services of other Fed
eral agencies in administering the act.
Secretary Ickes, in thus making avail
able to OPA the extensive facilities and
information of the Bituminous Coal Di
vision, together with the services of liis
staff of experts in preparing recommen
dations, is facilitating administration of





Reclaimed rubber is still available for
the manufacture of rubber heels, the
WPB rubber branch pointed out March
13. A recently published report to the
effect that the WPB had banned produc
tion of rubber heels has caused a run on
dealers' and suppliers' stocks, the branch
added. The only ban in effect is on the
use of crude rubber for the manufacture
of rubber heels. Reclaimed rubber has
been used In heels for some time.
★ VICTORY ★ 23
Army to receive bids on IV2 million
mattresses; makers, distributors asked to
sign OPA pacts to forestall price rise
With the Quartermaster of the United
States Army about to receive bids for a
million and a half mattresses. Acting
Price Administrator Hamm announced
March 16 that OPA is issuing for signa
ture by individual manufacturers and
distributors of bed ticking voluntary
agreements stabilizing the price of bed
tickings somewhat below current quo
tations.
Opening of bids pos^oned
These Individual agreements also
would prevent a rise in prices of ticking
for civilian use, Mr. Hamm announced,
in addition to including tickings to be
used by Government agencies.
Por several months, OPA ofQcials indi
cated. they have been concerned over in
creases in the price of bed tickings. The
individual agreements are being sought
because the date on which bids were to
be received by the Army Quartermaster
Corps did not permit sufficient time for
OPA to issue a price reguation. In view
of the prospective agreements, the Quar
termaster Corps, at request of OPA ofB-
clals, has postponed the opening of bids
for 2 weeks from March 12 to March 26,
1942. Officials hope that the agreements
will be signed in time to permit mat
tress manufacturers to submit lower
bids for the army requirements.
Industry conferred with OPA
Leading producers and jobbers met in
New York City with OPA officials on
March 7 to discuss the terms of the
agreement. A committee appointed by
those attending conferred further with
the OPA in Washington on March 13.
Those present at the earlier meeting
expressed their willingness to sign, or to
recommend that their principals sign,
the agreement as discussed. Minor
changes which met with the approval of
the 3-man trade committee, were de
cided upon at the Washington meeting.
The agreements being Issued for signa
ture call for prices somewhat below the
highest quotations prevailing since the
Quartermaster Corps invitation came
out. They also provide definite margins
for jobbers.
Odd-sized sheets priced by new method
A revised method of pricing odd-sized
sheets, pillowcases, and bolstercases was
provided March 17 by Acting Price Ad
ministrator Hamm through Amendment
No. 1 to Revised Price Schedule No. 89.
Under the amended method of pricing,
a specific amount, or margin, for sheet
and pillowcase making is added to the
base price of the bleached sheeting going
into the odd sizes.
The dimensions listed in the original
price schedule for bed linens included
all of the standard sizes. Provision was
made that nonstandard sizes of sheets,
pillowcases and bolstercases should sell
for a price not in excess of the standard
size next smaller in length and width.
The substance of the amendment Is
as follows;
The base price for bed linens differing
in any dimensions from those listed here
in shall be: (a) in the case of brown or
bleached sheeting, the base price pro
vided herein for such sheeting of the
nearest inferior width; and (b) in the
case of sheets, pillowcases or bolster-
cases, the base price provided herein for
the equivalent linear yardage of bleached
sheeting of the same type and width,
plus the applicable following amount:
For sheets 90 inches or more in
length—$1.50 per dozen.
For sheets less than 90 inches in
length—$1.25 per dozen.
For pillowcases cbolstercases) 54 inches
or more In length—$1.25 per dozen.




Douglas C. Townson, ciiief of the food
supply branch of the WPB, announced
March 13 the establishment of a corn
products section in the branch and the
appointment of A. E. Staley, of Decatur,
III., as chief of the section. The section
will deal with corn syrup, corn sugar, corn
starch, soy bean cake or meal, soy bean
flour, sorghum, and dextrin.
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Steel mills may pay new 6-percent
emergency transportation charge, OPA rules
steel mills may pay the new 6-percent
transportation surcharge, which was to
become effective March 18, OPA Acting
Administrator John E. Hamm ruled
March 17 in Amendment No. 1 to Revised
Price Schedule No. 4 (Iron and Steel
Scrap). This emergency charge, which
is effective for the duration of the war
and to a period 6 months thereafter, does
not represent a change in the basic rate
structure.
Added to price consumer pays
OPA quarters explained that there will
be no change in computing the shipping-
point price, but the additional freight
charge may be added onto the price the
consumer pays.
Illustrating this, the Acting Administrator
explained that the basing point price at Chi
cago for No. 1 heavy melting scrap continues
at $18.75 per gross ton. The old switching
charge was 84 cents per gross ton. The ship
per, under the old freight rates, would secure
a net return of $17.91 per gross ton. Under
the new set-up, the shipper still will get
$17.91. However, the switching charge will be
increased by 6 psrcent to 89 cents per gross
ton. Therefore, the mill consumer may pay
$18.80 for his scrap.
The amendment also includes a provision
adjusting the "dollar springboard" to the rise
In the transportation rates. Under the origi
nal schedule, no more than $1 per gross
ton over the price at the basing point nearest
the consumer's plant might be paid. Under
the new amendment, no more than the $l
per ton. plus the increase in transportation
charges from shipping point to point of
delivery may be paid.
The permissible "o£f-the-llne" haul for
scrap originating from baslng-point railroads
has been changed from 91 per gross ton to
$1.06 In the case of remeltlng scrap and from
$2 to $2.12 in the case of scrap for rerolling.
These increases also are In conformance with
the transportation rate changes.
Other provisions
A clarifying paragraph in the amendment
covers cast Iron scrap. This permits con
sumers to pay the new emergency rate
increases.
In all cases, the new emergency trans
portation charge must be shown as a sepa-
.-ate item in the billing, Mr. Eamm ruled.
In the case of allocation orders by War Pro
duction Beard, where the shipping-point
price, plus transportation charges. wUl bring
the delivered price beyond the springboard
aUowance, the consumer now Is permitted
to pay the additional transportation charges.
This may be done without either the con
sumer or the shipper receiving prior OPA
approval, as heretofore was necessary.
However, the amendment provides that the
most economic available means of transpor
tation must be used.
Copies of the allocation order should be
retained by shipper and consimier, in order
for them to be in a position to Justify exceed
ing the springboard allowance.
Makers of rubber drug sundrSes Mercury deaSer may split
asked to hold prices down premium with aiiother dealer
Manufacturers of rubber drug sundries,
including essential hospital and medical
items, are requested not to advance prices
above those in effect March 1, 1942, in a
letter sent to them March 16 by Acting
Price Administrator John E. Hamm. It
is asked also that all disccunts, services,
quality standards, and reasonable trade
practices in effect March 1 be maintained.
Pending price study
Purpose of the request is to keep prices
from mounting pending completion of
an investigation to determine proper
maximum prices for rubber drug
sundries.
Pointing out that manufacturers of
such items have been allotted a supply
of crude rubber and latex by the War
Production Board because of the essential
nature of the products, the letter says
that it is also "essential that prices at
all manufacturing and distributing levels
reflect only increases which are absolutely
necessary for the maintenance of produc
tion."
Dealers in prime virgin mercury may
split the 2-percent premium allov/ed
them under Price Schedule No. 93 with
another dealer or with a broker but may
not split the premium with a producer
if this would result in the producer's ob
taining more than the applicable maxi
mum price, Acting Price Administrator
Hamm stated March 19.
The Acting Administrator also clari
fied certain other portions of the sched
ule applicable to dealer and broker
transactions:
Fixing of maximum prices f. o. b. point of
shipment does not require a dealer to pay
charges for the initial transpoi-tation of mer
cury from a mine to a common carrier.
A consumer who employes a brolcer or agent
to purchase prime virgin mercury for him
may also pay a 1-percent commission, if the
mercury is bought from a producer. If the
consumer buys mercury from a deeUer he
may pay the dealer a 2-percent premium
However, if a consiimer employs a brolter to
purchase mercury from a dealer, the con
sumer may not be charged more than the
2-percent premium, which may be divided
between the brolter and the dealer.
Mr. Hamm pointed out that the schedule
does not prevent a broker or agent from re
ceiving commissions from a producer.
MarcK 24, 1942
Aircraft spruce lumber
put under price ceiling
Maximum prices for aircraft spruce
lumber (used in the manufacture of
trainer planes for the United States Gov
ernment and its allies) are fixed at levels
prevailing in October 1941, under Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 109—Aircraft
Spruce, Acting Price Administrator
Hamm announced March 22.
Current prices, with a few higher ex
ceptions, are at the October levels.
The maximum price regulation was is
sued as of March 20, 1942, and becomes
effective April 1.
Following a large increase in buying
which began last September, the price of
No. 1 green flitches abruptly rose to $450
per 1,000 feet in October. A telegram
from the OPA to all spruce-producing
mills requested that they return to the
$400 price, and all complied with tJie
request.
Until recently the $400 price continued
and prices for all grades and sizes were
maintained by voluntary agreements
made with the OPA by members of the
industry. Recently, however, there have
been indications that speculative activity
was tending to force prices up and might
continue to do so unless appropriate ac
tion was taken by the OPA.
Covers transactions of 1,000 feet or more
The price regulation covers all trans
actions of 1,000 feet or more on and after
April 1,1942. It requires that every per
son who during any calendar month sells
or delivers, or agrees to buy, buys, or re
ceives a total of 1,000 board feet or more
of aircraft spruce shall keep for inspec
tion by the OPA, for a period of not less
than 2 years, a complete record of such
transactions.
The schedule of maximum prices
(American specifications) runs from $90
per 1,000 board feet for 3' to 5'/a', random
lengths and random widths, to $G90 per
1,000 board fset for 23' to 34' in I'/i",
IVi" and i%" thicknesses and 7", or
wider, specified widths.
* ★ *
OPA corrects lead amendment
OPA has announced that in press re
lease PM 2487, the text of Amendment
No. 2 to Price Schedule No. 70 (Lead
Scrap), Section 1355.65 (a) (2) (111)
should read "no plumbing supply house
shall sell, deliver, or transfer secondary
lead. . . The original text incorrectly
read "primary lead."
March 24, 1942
OPA asks continuance of
price levels on 4 chemicals
from byproduct coke ovens
Producers and sales agents of benzol,
toluol, xylol, and solvent naphtha ob
tained from byproduct coke ovens were
asked by telegram on March 14 to con
tinue through the second quarter of 1942
prices prevailing during the first quarter.
Acting Price Administrator Hamm an
nounced March 19.
Prices prevailing in the first quarter
were established following a similar re
quest by Price Administrator Henderson
last December 15 to avert threatened
price increases.
In effect, Mr. Hamm's te'legram is a
request that the following prices be
maintained as maximum prices per gal
lon for tank car quantities during the
second quarter of 1942:
Industrial pure benzol. $0.15; nitration
benzol, $0.15; industrial 90 percent ben
zol. $0.15; thiophene free benzol. $0,175;
dewaxing grade 90 percent industrial
benzol, $0.15; industrial 2 degree toluol,
$0.28; nitration 1 degree toluol, $0,295;
industrial xylol, $0.27; 10° xylol. $0.30;
5" xylol. $0.37; nitration xylol,$0.42; and
solvent naphtha, $0.27.
★ * *
Minimum rule on bale size
removed to spur paper sorting
Wastepaper dealers are given an addi
tional incentive to sort their collections
to segregate higher grade materials for
the benefit of manufacturers by an
amendment to Revised Price Schedule
No. 30 (Wastepaper), announced March
19 by Acting Price Administrator Hamm.
Hie amendment—No. 2—eliminates
the requirement that No. 1 mixed paper
and old corrugated containers had to be
packed in 650-pound bales in order to
command celling prices. Dealers using
smaller machine-compressed bales in
packing now can sell the sorted paper for
the maximum prices established in the
schedule.
The amendment also requires that all
sales of wastepaper must be invoiced un
der the grade names defined in the sche'd-
ule and that delivery charges and the
origin of the wastepaper be designated.
The amendment, which became effec
tive March 23, also clarifies the provisions
of the previous amendment permitting
dealers to add certain transportation
charges, up to $1 per short ton. under




ON 3 MACHINE TOOLS
Niagara Machine & Tool Works, Buf
falo, N. Y., March 16 was authorized
by the OPA to charge prices higher than
its October 1, 1941. list prices for three
of the machine tools it manufactures in
order to encourage increased production
of such machines for the war effort.
October 10 prices more in line
By a formal amendment to Price
Schedule No. 67, the company is specifi
cally allowed to sell its No. 59 single
crank press for $4,732, Its No. 612 G
double crank press for $10,693 and its
No, 310 power squaring shear for $2,600.
The costs of manufacture of those ma
chines cannot be covered if sold on the
October 1 price level, the company main
tained. The Office of Price Administra
tion has found this to be true and also
that October 10 prices, which the com
pany listed and published before October




tires, tubes for some projects
WPB modified truck production re
strictions March 20 so that tires and tubes
will be made available for heavy off-the-
hlghway vehicles designed to transport
materials on mining, construction, log
ging or petroleum development projects.
•ft ★ ★
Priceexemptions aiddeveloping
of electric wire for war
In a move designed to facilitate in
creased production of electric wire and
cable for war purposes, ActUig Price Ad
ministrator Hamm issued on March 18
Amendment No. 1 to Revised Price
Schedule No. 82. This schedule had im
posed as maximum prices on electric wire,
cable, and cable accessories the prices
which prevailed on October 15, 1941.
Effective March 17,1942, the new amend
ment exempts prices of products sold
under developmental contracts with the
United States Government, simplifies
manufacturers' reporting requirements,
and improves control over prices of new
and specially designed product^.
25
No restrictions on sales of new
cars by men in armed forces
or called for induction
Men in the armed forces and those
called for induction may sell their new
passenger cars without restriction.
This is the meaning of an amendment
to a previous order, announced March
16 by John E. Hamm, Acting OPA Admin
istrator. The amendment takes the place
of a previous OPA regulation of February
21 which expired March 9. That ruling
gave men taken into military service the
right to sell their new cars to anyone
during that time.
The new amendment extends indefi
nitely the time for such sale outside the
regular rationing channels.
Under the new order, as soon as the
selectee or volunteer finds a buyer, he
needs only apply to the Rationing Board
in the area where the car is kept for a
certificate authorizing the sale or trans
fer. To facilitate the transaction in the
case of new car owners who are already
in the service, the order provides that
he may authorize an agent to make the
application which must be in writing.
The application must include: (1) the
name and address ol the seller; (2) a de
scription of the car including the make,
model, year, serial number, engine number,
and body type; (3) the name and address
of the buyer; (4) a statement from the serv
ice man's superior officer establishing the sell
er's military status, or a letter from a member
of the Selective Service Board where the
seller Is registered,
The Local Rationing Board will issue a
certificate on Form R-202 which will not
affect the regular quota of new passenger
automobiles allowed that Board.
It was also pointed out that new pas
senger cars only are affected by this
change. A new car is defined in the Ra
tioning Order as "any 1942 model passen
ger automobile having a seating capacity
of not more than 10 persons, irrespective
of the number of miles It has been driven,
or any other passenger automobile which
has been driven less than a thousand
miles."
★ ★ ★
Small operators need not
report under rag schedule
Monthly reporting requirements of
Price Schedule No. 47, Old Rags, apply
only to those persons in the trade who
have bought, sold, or consumed 10 sliort
tons or more in any 1 month since Decem
ber 1941. OPA announced March 20.
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OPA limits profits at farmer's expense
as prices rise on 3 fertilizer chemicals
OPA takes steps to
check rising prices of
rotenone pending ceiling
Grinders of powdered rotenone bear
ing root were requested March 16 not to
sell any quantity at a price in excess of
35 cents per pound for 5 percent pure
rotenone content grade, in telegrams sent
out by OPA Acting Administrator Hamm.
U. S. supply imported
The telegrams specified that increases
or decreases of 4 cents per pound be
made in direct ratio to each 1-percent
variation in content per pound above or
below the basic grade. These prices are
f. o. b. grinder's plant.
Rotenone is the active ingredient in
many insecticidal ducts and sprays used
by farmers producing food crops vital to
the defense effort. It is used also for
delousiag pm-poses by the armed forces
of both this country and Great Britain.
All rotenone used in this country is im
ported. The bulk of imports recently has
come from Peru, although Brazil has
vast unplumbed resources of rotenone.
Proposed ceilicg is 75 percent increase
Since March 1941, cost of the root,
landed New York, haf; increased 150 per
cent. Price of rotenone powder for sale
to dust mixers, containing 5 percent pure
rotenone was 20 to 22 cents per pound
a year ago. OPA's proposed maximum
ceiling level of 35 cents per pound repre
sents a 75-percent increase in value over
a year ago. Recent rotenone powder
quotations had ranged around 44 cents
per pound.
The finished insecticidal dust as sold to
farmers contains from Va percent to 1
percent of piu'e rotenone. In other words,
100 pounds of %-percent rotenone dust
would contain only 15 pounds of the 5-
percent rotenone powder.
★ ★ ★
WPA aid enlisted in scrap
drive on Nation's farms
Supplementing the efforts of its State
salvage committees and the cooperating
program of the Department of Agri
culture County War Boards, the Bui-eau
of Industrial Conservation has enlisted
the aid of the Work Projects Adminis
tration in a concentrated drive to stim
ulate the collection and movement of
scrap metals and rubber from the Na
tion's farms.
In its second mcve to hold down costs
to farmers in their all-out production of
crops this year, the Office of Price Admin
istration through Acting Price Adminis
trator Hamm on March 13 imposed maxi
mum margins which mixers and dealers
may charge to farmers for nitrate of
soda, sulphate of ammonia and cyana-
mide. These are three nitrogen materials
used as fertilizers witliout the admixture
of other chemicals.
No justification foand
Substantial increases in the prices of
these three fertilizers cun-ently being
paid by the farmers over levels of a year
ago were revealed in recent investigations,
Mr. Hamm stated. The advances in re
tail prices have been, to a marked degree,
greater than increases in base prices
charged by producers and importers, so
that there Is "unmistakable evidence" of
higher prices being charged by distribu
tors of these commodities for which no
justifiable explanation has been found,
the acting administrator added.
The new permanent schedule. Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 108, became
elfective March 23,1942. It follows Tem
porary Maximum Price Regulation No.
1 which established as of February 27,
1942, ceiling prices for a period of 60
days on the retail sale of mixed fertilizers.
The March 19 Maximum Price Regulation
applies only to sellers' margins of nitrate
of soda, sulphate of ammonia and cyana-
mide when used as fertilizers without be
ing mixed with other cehmicals. It does
not affect the base price paid by the mixer
for his purchase of these commodities.
Sodium nitrate supply conserved
"Many complaints have been received
from farmers and other persons clearly
indicating that these materials are being
offered in maxiy instances at speculative
and exorbitant levels," Mr. Hamm de
clared. "Not only have the margins of
certain mixers, agents and dealers risen,"
he said, "but they are threatening to rise
fui'ther."
A combination of limited supplies and
Increased farmer demand in the ex
panded agricultural program this year
has contributed to a scarcity in supplies
of these fertilizers. These conditions
have been recognized by the War Pro
duction Board which has Issued a pre
ference order. No. M-62, to conserve the
supply and direct the distribution of
sodium nitrate.
The maximum margins for cash sales
of the three fertilizers, direct or through
agents to consumers, are established at
$4 per ton, and the maximum margins of
mixers for cash sales to dealers are $2
per ton and dealers' margins on cash sales
to consumers are $2 per ton. All trans
portation expenses and the cost of tax
tags and attaching the tags—paid by the
reseller—may be added to such margins,
records of which must be kept by resellers.
In the case of sulphate of ammonia, the
mixer's margin may be increased by $1.50
per ton when it is purchased in bulk by
the mixer and resold in bags. Tlie cost
of the bags, if not included in the pur
chase price for the sulphate of ammonia
paid by the mixer, may also be added to
his margin.
10 Western States escloded
"niese three fertilizers are sold chiefly
in the southeastern portion of the United
States where they are used in growing
such crops as cotton, sugar, com, and
vegetables. Relatively small amomits are
sold in other parts of the Nation. Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 108 does not
cover sales in the western territory of the
United States, including the States of
Washington, Oregon. California, Mon
tana, Wyoming, Idaho, Nevada. Utah,
Colorado and Aiizona. Further investi
gations are being carried on as to
practices in these territories.
★ ★ ★
, Tinkers of bale tie wire
MUST REINSTATE DISCOUNTS
Producers of bale tie wire are required
to reinstate customary minimum dis
counts of 40 cents per 100 pounds on
their sales to manufacturers of bale ties,
according to an amendment to Price
Schedule No. 6, Iron and Steel Products,
issued March 17 by Acting Price Admin
istrator Hamm.
"Bale ties" are shox-t lengths of bale
tie wire with a twisted loop in one end
and are sold in bundles largely to bale
agricultural products, wastepaper, old
rags, and so on.
Price Schedule No. 6, which was Issued
on April 17, 1341, required that manu
facturers of iron and steel products con
tinue "customary and general discounts."
Bale tie wire and bale ties are both cov
ered by this schedule. Because of mis
interpretations, the new amendment has





Purchases by refiners of raw cane sugar
Imports from foreign countries other than
Cuba will be permitted by the Office of
Price Administration on an ex-duty de
livered basis price of 2.8025 cents per
pound north of Hatteras ports and 2.8225
north of New York ports, Acting Admin
istrator Hamm announced March 18
This exception is contained in Amend
ment No. 1 to Revised Price Schedule No.
18 (Raw Cane Sugars). However, it is
applicable only with the specific pro
vision that such sugars as refined—or
an equivalent amount—will be offered
to the Federal Surplus Commodities
Corporation for Lend-Lease reexport.
Lasts at least 90 days
The amendment was effective March
17, 1942. Unless earlier revoked or ex
tended it will expire within 90 days.
Request for such an exception was
made to OPA by the PSCC. based on
shipping facilities available to the latter
for the transportation of refined sugars
to our Allies.
"While these prices are below the ex-
duty delivered price of 2.99 cents per
poxmd for Cuban sugar," Mr. Hamm
stated, "nevertheless it is calculated to
reflect a fair return and thereby encour
age the movement of such sugars."
Normally, the duty on off-shore sugars
from foreign countries such as Peru Is
1.875 cents per pound, as compared with
0.75 cent for Cuban.
The new amendment will not alter the
existing supply of the United States.
However, the new ceiling price of 2.8025
cents per pound for such foreign raws—
provided they eventually go out in refined
form for Lend-Lease export—would bring
approximately a 2.05-cent per pound
f. 0. b. price to the Peruvian producer.
This is materially over the 1.115-cent
figure such producer would net on a sale
for direct use in the United States.
★ ★ ★
Elsbree named OPA regional
attorney at Philadelphia
Appointment of Wayland Elsbree, for
merly a member of the law firm of White
& Staples, as regional attorney for the
Philadelphia regional ofBce of the Office
of Price Administration was announced
March 16 by David Ginsburg, general
counsel.
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MATERIALS . ..
Arrangements for alcohol from grain
point to saving equal to 550,000 tons of sugar
The program of substituting grain for
molasses as the base from which some
industrial alcohol is made is going for
ward successfully, Materials Director
Batt announced March 16.
If arrangements made thus far can be
carried out during the year, a saving of
the equivalent of 550.000 tons of sugar
will result, he said.
Final passage by Congress of HR 6543
would. It was said, remove existing bar
riers to redistillation of 140-proof alcohol
from beverage distilleries into 190-proof
in the Nation's large Industrial distil
leries and will provide added impetus to
the conversion program. The bill had
passed both the House and Senate, but
on March 16 was awaiting conference
action.
Demand rose 300 percent
The change-over from molasses to
grain has been difficult and will be carried
on all during the year. In normal times
the Nation's alcohol-making facilities
are divided Into two kinds: beverage dis
tilleries which make whiskey and other
potables from corn and other grains, and
industrial distilleries which make 190-
proof alcohol from blackstrap molasses,
a byproduct of sugar manufacture.
With the outbreak of war, the demand
for 190-proof alcohol, used in the manu
facture of smokeless powder and other
munitions, increased more than 300 per
cent. There was not enough blackstrap
to fill the demand and high-test molasses,
which would ordinarily go into sugar, had
to be used In addition.
The chemicals branch. WPB, foresaw a
possible shortage of sugar for alcohol and
started last summer on a program for
conversion of whiskey distilleries Into
making 190-proof alcohol.
At that time there were only a few
plants in the country that could be uti
lized. Legal restrictions and lack of
equipment barred the way.
The first step was to seek removal of
legal barriers and on October 16. 1941,
a bill was introduced in Congress to per
mit simultaneous production of indus
trial alcohol and beverage alcohol and
also to permit these plants to operate 7
days a week. This was signed by the
President and became law on January
24. 1942.
With this restriction out of the way.
the WPB ordered all distilleries capable
of producing 190-proof alcohol from grain
to do so to the limit, While this has
resulted in a great increase in grain alco
hol output, and has for the time being
alleviated the situation, it is not a perma
nent solution.
Some can't redistill
Beverage distilleries generally fall into
two classes—and split about 50-50 as to
output. The first class has facilities to
produce 190 proof and these are now en
gaged in doing it. The others are smaller
plants, larger in number but smaller in
output, that are capable of producing
only 120 to 140 proof and have no redis
tilling facilities. It Is in this field that
the problem of shifting equipment and
facilities is complex.
With the expected passage of H. R. 6543,
it would be possible to gather this low-
proof alcohol and ship it to industrial
distilleries for conversion into 190 proof.
Meantime, engineering changes are go
ing on at strategically located plants to
increase grain alcohol facilities. Some
beverage distilleries require only a small
amount of equipment to produce 190-
proof alcohol. These are being supplied
from old and idle plants and from others
which have a surplus of certain types of
apparatus.
By this utilization of all distilling fa
cilities in the country, the WPB expects
to be able to meet all demands for indus
trial alcohol for the war program, no




February shipments of steel plates es
tablished a new monthly record despite
the shortness of the month, C. E. Adams,
chief of the iron and steel branch, an
nounced March 14. Pebi-uary shipments
totaled 758.723 tons as compared to 754,-
522 in January. Strip mills produced
268.988 tons of plate in February, a gain
of 18,000 tons. Shipments of plate for
the merchant shipbuilding program in
creased 15 percent in February, Mr.
Adams said. He expects the March total
to exceed 800,000 tons.
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LABOR . . .
President orders Federal operation of
railroad when arbitration order is defied
ployees, AFL. At the same time, a re
quest was made to the union to remove
the picket lines which they had thrown
around 18 hotels in the city. This request
was Immediately complied with.
The case was cerufied to the Board
January 30 and on February 13 Professor
Paul Eliel of Stanford University was ap
pointed by the Board as its examiner to
investigate the current status of the case.
Although his report to the Board stated
that there is no interruption of service
nor interference with any activity that
would contribute to the prosecution of
the war, the Board decided to take juris
diction because of the "effects of the dis
pute upon civilian morale in a war port
and the desirability ... of settling the
dispute In accordance with the national
agreement that there shall be no strikes
or lockouts."
The strike which has been in progress
since August 30 affects 2,500 men and
arose over the union's demand for a union
shop, wage increases, and better working
conditions. A public hearing is scheduled
at the Board's offices on April 2.
Glass compames
Following 5 days of hearings before a
panel composed of Fowler Harper, Fred
erick Fales, and Sherman Delrymple, an
agreement was reached settling the dis
pute between the Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., the Libby-Owens-
Ford Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio, and the
Federation of Glass. Ceramic and Silica
Sand Workers of America. CIO. The
agreement affects 8,500 employees In 13
plants of the 2 companies.
The agreement, which runs for 2 years,
provides mainly for a 5-cent-an-hour
increase in the basic hourly wage rates
effective February 1. Tlie union had
asked a 15-cent increase. It also provides
for an upward and downward adjustment
of wages whenever the Bureau of Libor
Statistics cost of living index moves either
way. The union withdrew its demands
for time and one-haif for Sunday on con
tinuous operations and for a union shop
and check-off. Both companies agreed to
pay time and one-half for Armistice Day
and Decoration Day.
In the first such action since the out
break of war. President Roosevelt last
week ordered Federal seizure and opera
tion of the Toledo, Peoria & Western Rail
road because of failure of its president to
accede to the National War Labor Board's
order of arbitration. The Beard last
week Issued a directive order adopting as
its own unanimous panel recommenda
tions in one case; reached an agreement
In one other case, and received certifica
tion of eight new cases.
Toledo, Peoria & ?/estera Railroad
Last week, for the flist time In World
War n, the President of the United States
had to seize a plant because of its de
fiance of an order of the War Labor
Board. Within 2 hours after receiving
word that George P. McNear, president
of the Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
Co., had refused his request to abide by
the Board's order to arbitrate a dispute
with the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire
men and Enginemen and the Brother
hood of Railroad Trainmen, President
Roosevelt on Saturday, March 21, signed
an Executive order instructing the Di
rector of the OfSce of Defense Transpor
tation to take immediate possession of
and operate the road. In announcing
this action to the press at the request of
the President, William H. Davis, Board
Chairman, made the following statement:
Thle action has been taken after a delay
of many days awaiting a reply from Mr. Mc
Near. His answer, when finally received,
raised the question of the authority of the
Federal Government to settle the dispute,
and brought up again many issues which had
been decided by the National War Labor
Board. It also discussed the merits of the
controversy which the Railway Mediation
Board, the Director of Transportation, the
Conciliation Service, and finally, the War
Labor Board, had recommended should be
referred to arbitration.
The War Labor Board proposed that any
further review of the merits should be before
an arbitration board. This was accepted by
the employees: it was rejected by Mr. McNear
on behalf of the railroad.
In view of the refusal of Mr. McNear to
nrbitrate. there seemed no other possible
action except to take over the operation of
the railroad.
LiHJe Steel
On March 18, the Board tmanimously
adopted a resolution affirming its juris
diction over all labor disputes, including
those involving union security, that
might interrupt work essential to the
effective prosecution of the war. The
Inland Steel Co. had raised the question
of the Board's authority to take jurisdic
tion over the union security question at
the hearings now in progress before a
fact-finding panel of the Board. The
text of the resolution follows:
That in Case No. 35, Inland Steel Co. and
the Steel Workers Organizing Committee.
CIO. under the Executive Order, this Board
has jurisdiction to consider ail labor disputes
which might Interrupt work which con
tributes to the effective prosecution of the
war. including labor disputes as to union
status such as the one raised in this par-
ticxiJar ca^e.
What the Board may finally determine in
this particular dispute will be decided after
the report of the fact-finding panel and a
public hearing before the Board.
Vin^nia Electric & Power Co.
The dispute between the Virginia Elec
tric &Power Co., Richmond, Va., and the
Amalgamated Association of Street, Elec
tric Railway and Motor Bus Employees of
America, AFL, was settled by the imani-
mous directive order of the Board, mak
ing the unanimous panel recommenda
tions the decision of the Board. The
panel, composed of Judge Walter P.
Stacy, George M. Rogers, and Frank
Tobin, recommended:
1. That the National War Labor Board re
quest the National Labor Relations Board to
give its earliest possible attention to this case,
and to expedite It in every way practicable.
2. That the National War I^abor Board re
quest all parties to continue operations and
harmonious relations with one another,pend
ing final determination of this dispute, and
to refrain from takinganystepswhich might
directly or indirectly produce an undeslrabl"
effect on the war effort.
The case was certified to the Board
February 12 and hearings had been held
for 2 days early in March. No agreement
was reached at that time so the panel
then made its recommendations. A total
of 1,300 employees are involved in the
dispute, which arose over the union's de
mand for sole collectivebargaining rights
for the company's employees In Rich
mond. Norfolk, Portsmouth, and Peters
burg. Va. A strike, which had been
threatened for February 15.was called off
at the request of the Board.
San Francisco Hotel Employers
On March 19, the Board decided to
take jurisdiction of the dispute between
the Hotel Employers Association of San
Francisco, and the Local Joint Executive
Board of Hotel and Restaurant Em
Other cases
A public hearing is scheduled for March
25 in three International Harvester Co.
cases which were transferred to the War
Labor Board docket from the National
Defense Mediation Board. Both CIO and
AFL unions are Involved and they are
jointly submitting their demands for time
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and one-half on Saturday and double
time on Sunday on continuous operations.
This is the first time a public hearing has
been held on these issues and also the
first time that the two labor organiza
tions have presented a joint case to the
Board.
New cases certified to the Board last
week involve the following: United States
Cartridge Co., St. Louis. Mo. and the
International Association of Machinists,
AFL; Mack Manufacturing Corporation,
Allentown. Pa. and the United Automo
bile Workers, CIO; Detroit Street Rail
way Commission, Detroit, Mich, and the
Amalgamated Association of Street and
Electric Railway Employees. AFL, and
the State, County, and Municipal Work
ers, CIO: the Firestone Rubber & Metal
Products Co., Wyandotte, Mich, and the
United Automobile Workers, CIO; the
Maryland Drydock Co., Baltimore, Md.
and the Industrial Union of Marine and
Shipbuilding Workers, CIO; the Advance
Auto Body Works. Los Angeles, Calif.,
and the United Automobile Workers,
CIO: the Public Service Interstate Trans
portation Co., Newark. N. J. and the
Amalgamated Association of Street, Elec
tric Railway and Motor Coach Employees,
AFL; and the United States Lines Co.,
New York. N. Y. and the Masters, Mates
and Pilots of America, AFL.
★ ★ ★
Producers of Lake Superior iron
ore urged to speed shipments
Producers of iron ore in the Lake
Superior region, faced with the task of
supplying nearly 90,000,000 tons to the
Nation's steel furnaces in the current
year, were urged March 21 by the War
Production Board and the OfBce of Price
Administration to begin lake shipments
at the earliest possible moment.
Price ceilini^imminent
At the same time, OPA disclosed that
a price ceiling will be established in the
near future for Lake Superior iron ore
shipped in the 1942 season.
With respect to the pricing of ore that
might be shipped under new contracts in
the few days remaining prior to the Is
suance of a schedule, it was suggested
that the industry invoice such shipments,
in those few cases where it might be nec
essary to do so, ei'.iier at an open price or
at a negotiated price not to exceed $4,45
per gross ton for Mesabi non-Bessemer
base ore delivered at lower lake ports and
at customarily related prices on other
grades.
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Procedure in employing women suggested
in bulletin to war contractors
War contractors must "consider the
employment of women with an open
mind, and recognize that there is, as
always, a training job to do," declares
a bulletin released to contractors and
Labor Division field men March 14 by
WPB Labor Director Hillman.
Prepared by the training - within •
industry branch of the WPB Labor
Division, under the title "Increasing War
Production Through Employment of
Women," the bulletin suggests methods
for fitting women workers into the war
labor force as rapidly and efficiently as
possible. One part of it briefly outlines
steps necessary in their training for war
jobs.
Hiring of women held inescapable
In a foreword, Channing R. Dooley,
chief of the training-within-industry
branch, states:
"Employing women in war industries
in increasing numbers is inescapable.
Employing a woman for any job that she
can do, or can learn to do, will release
a man either for work not suitable for
women or for active armed service ..."
The bulletin is based on the experience
of a number of American industries em
ploying a considerable force of women,
and on the experience of the British in
using women in war production.
Highlights of bulletin
Highlights of the bulletin follow:
Is geneTBl, womea will not add to the
supply ol skiUed labor but they do present
a large and promising source of workers for
a wide variety of operations . . . Curtail
ment of civilian production releases num
bers of women with varying degrees of skill.
These women are available for retraining for
war production work.
Introduction of women workers in indus
tries or plants where they have not previously
been employed will often mean that women
will actually be put on "men's wort." It will
not always be a simple placement and train
ing process — but. when the snags are
anticipated, British experience shows that
remarkable results are achieved.
"Protective" laws may affect policy
Many States have "protective" legislation
which sets standards for working conditions
for womea, limits hours (both as to length
and time of day), and restricts occupations.
In some States provisions have been made to
permit modification of standards where nec
essary for war production. State laws cover
ing a particular plant should be checked as
the first step. The industrial commission or
the State secretary of labor can supply specific
information.
There are some physical limitations for
women. As a means of overcoming them,
mechanical aids may be used; for example,
in load lifting, roller conveyors and pedestal
lifts are helpful. Tools may need to be scaled
to women and benches made lower for
assembly workers.
Safety records better than men's
The safety records of women are better
than those of men . , . The safety engineer
who sslccts caps and Jumpers will do well to
consult with the women who will wear the
clothing, His interest may be In finding a
cap which will Insure that hair will not catch
In a machine, while the employee may also
be concerned about a cap which will protect
hair from dust and not ruin a new hair-do.
Women do not change Jobs as often as men.
Good supervision, satisfactory working con
ditions, adequate wages, and fair treatment
will hold women to their Jobs and thus, by
decreased turn-over, reduce over-all training
time.
★ ★ *
San Francisco union now
admits Negroes to war work
Following action by President Roose
velt, Local 68 of the International Asso
ciation of Machinists, AFL, is now
permitting Negroes to work in defense in
dustries in San Francisco, Dr. Malcolm S.
MacLean, chairman of the President's
Committee on Fair Employment Practice,
announced March 17 at the conclusion
of the regular monthly meeting of the
committee in Washington.
President Roosevelt entered the case
following charges brought against Local
68 of San Francisco and Local 751 of
Seattle by the Committee on Fair Em
ployment Practice which cited the two
local unions to him as violating Executive
Order 8802 by their continued refusal to
let Negroes work in plants where the two
locals had contracts.
After weeks of negotiations, the case
was referred to the union's Executive
Council and to Harvey W. Brown, inter
national president. Later the Committee
on Fair Employment Practice cited the
two locals to the President on January 18.
President Roosevelt then called on Wil
liam Green, president of the American
Federation of Labor, with which the ma
chinists are affiliated, and on January
29, E. C. Davidson, general secretary-
treasurer of the lAM, writing for the ex
ecutive council, informed the locals that
"it is now our duty to advise you that
there is no other course to foDow than
to instruct the membership of Lodge 68
to make the necessary arrangements to
comply with the Executive Order of the
President of the United States." The
action of the San Francisco local followed
this letter.
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CIVILIAN DEFENS
OCD to work with Army, Navy in plans
for special protection of war plants
To insure the uninterrupted supply of
war materials, committees representing
the Army, Navy, and the Office of Civilian
Defense, shortly will be established In
each of the nine regions to assist local
authorities in identifying Army and Navy
plants for special protection, it was an
nounced March 19 by OCD Director
Landis.
To insure uninterrupted supply
In instructions to the nine regional di
rectors of the OCD for transmission to
State and local defense councils, Director
Landis declared:
"The increasing production demands
for war purposes emphasize the impor
tance of protecting manufacturing plants
to insure the uninterrupted supply of
war materials. The War and Navy De
partments have added passive air raid
protection to their measures for internal
protection of industrial plants.
"The V7ar and Navy Departments and
the Office of Civilian Defense have agreed
that inspection jurisdiction in air raid
protection matters in Government-owned
plants, as well as in privately owned
plants having important War and Navy
contracts, rests respectively in the War
and Navy Departments.
OCD responsibility
"TTie responsibility of the Office of Ci
vilian Defense in this matter includes
the issuance of instructional matter on
air raid protection for industrial estab
lishments. the offer of opportunity for
Army and Navy plant inspectors to at
tend Civilian Defense schools, and pro
visions whereby plants executing Army
and Navy contracts receive all desirable
assistance from the local authorities in
charge of air raid protection in the com
munity in which the plant is situated.
"Protective measures for all plants
should be integi-ated into those of the
locality in which each plant is located.
However, plants having Army and Navy
contracts should receive special treat
ment in this respect. Before they can re
ceive special treatment, they must be
identified as Army and Navy plants by
the local authorities.
"For security reasons, the Ai-my and
Navy do not feel that it is desirable to
send lists of Army and Navy plants to
municipalities. A statement by the plant
management that the plant is engaged
^n Army and Navy contracts should serve
to Identify it. The local authorities in
charge of air raid protection should theh
make available advice, assistance and
training facilities upon the request of the
plant, but that plant should not be forced
to participate in local air raid protection
training and exercises Unless the plant
management so desires."
The Office of Civilian Defense, through
its Plant Protection Division, has issued
a series of instructional pamphlets on
the subject of the protection of industrial
plants and public buildings. In addition,
under sponsorship of the Office of Civil
ian Defense, there have been established
in various universities and colleges,
schools for the instruction of plant su
perintendents, foremen, etc., in the pro
tection of life and property in industrial
plants.
★ ★ ★
New York City gets rating
for air-raid sirens
The Government Requirements
Branch of the WPB announced March
13 that it had approved an application
made by the City of New Yoric for a
preference rating to enable it to obtain
air-raid sirens.
The rating granted (A-5) is for the
purchase of 500 sirens, the branch said.
★ ★ *
R. 0. T. C. or State training
uniforms don't get A-10
Wool for uniforms for the Reserve Offi
cers Training Corps and for students
taking State or private military training
is not included in the order giving a
priority rating of A-10 to military
uniforms.
The WPB textiles branch emphasized
that the A-10 rating prescribed in Con
servation Order M-73 to uniforms for
students at the "U. 8. Government Mili
tary and Naval Academy and Training
Schools" applies only to the Service
schools, the U. S. Coast Guard, the U. S.
Maritime Commissioa and other Federal
military schools.
March 24, 1942
Use spray of water, or plain
dry sand to fight incendiary
bombs, OCD advises
Don't use salt on that incendiary
bomb—sand will do as welll
So the War Department announced
March 21, giving the recommendations
both of the Chemical Warfare Service
and the Office of Civilian Defense, and
spiking a report that salt has been ap
proved.
The announcement pointed out that
either a spray of water (not a splash or
stream), or else just plain di-y sand, still
remain the most satisfactory and easily
available materials for dealing with mag
nesium and thermit incendiary bombs
such as were used on England.
Tlie water-spray method is perhaps the
more effective, but it is not always pos
sible to count on having water, especially
if the mains are damaged from bombing;
therefore, it is advisable for householders
to keep several buckets of dry sand on
hand, the announcement pointed out.
In the case of the water attack on the
bomb, a spray of water directed on the
bomb causes it to burn itself out in as
little as 2 minutes instead of 15 or more.
The water spray also cools the vicinity
of the bomb; and if the hose is provided
with an adjustable nozzle, it can be
switched to a stream to put out fire
started by the bomb elsewhere in the
room. However, householders were cau
tioned never by any chance to direct a
stream of water onto the bomb itself.
Elaborate equipment not necessary
The sand method of attack on the
bomb is to empty half a bucket of sand
on the floor; then, with a long-handled
shovel, to put a layer of sand on the
bomb. This will not smother it but will
make it easier to handle. The sand and
bomb ai"e then transferred to the bucket,
which contains several inches of sand.
Then the handle of the shovel is put
through the handle of the bucket, and
the whole carried out and dumped.
It is also possible to use the sand
method on the bomb and the water on
whatever fire it starts in the home, simul
taneously, it was pointed out. "The pub
lic should be warned that elaborate and
expensive fire-fighting equipment and
materials are not necessary for extin
guishing or handling small incendiary
bombs/' the announcement stated.
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American public will get all war news,
bad as well as good, which will not give
aid and comfort to the enemy, OFF promises
The United States Government March
18 pledged itself to give the American
people every bit of war news, bad as well
as good, publication of which will not give
aid and comfort to the enemy.
To publish casualties locally
Acting through the Committee on War
Information of the Office of Pacts and
Figures, the Government issued a com
prehensive statement of policy on war In
formation, including a long-awaited
decision concerning the publication of
casualty lists.
The committee announced that lists of
members of the armed forces killed in
action will be made public, but with the
stipulation that the press and radio shall
not publish Nation-wide summaries of
casualties, but shall confine themselves
to the publication of casualties from
their own localities.
War reviews, production communiques
A further promise of the fullest possi
ble Information—a promise indicative of
the determination of the Army and Navy
to cooperate on the information front as
well as on the battle front—was con
tained in the announcement that the
Chief of Staff of the Army and the Com
mander in Chief of the United States
Fleet will, from time to time, publish
joint bulletins which will "furnish an au
thoritative general review of the military
situation in various theaters of war."
News of war production, as well as of
military action, was covered by the an
nouncement. The War Production
Board, it was stated, will publish at fre
quent intervals a Production Commu
nique "which will enable the public itself
to judge whether the production program
is progressing satisfactorily or not."
Basic policies clarified
The announcement of the Committee
on War Information clarifies and sum
marizes the basic policies governing the
giving out of information concerning the
war:
It Is the policy of thia Government to make
public the maximum o( information on mili
tary. naval, production, and other matters
concerning the war, which can bo revealed
without giving aid to the enemy. This policy
Is based upon the firm conviction that the
people of a democracy are entitled to Icnow
the facts, whether they are good or bad, cheer
ful or depressing. On the other hand, our
people wUl willingly forego knowledge of
those facts whose revelation wlU help the
enemy to harm us. Where there is conflict
between considerations of public informa
tion and of military security, every attempt
Is made to provide such form of publication
as will inform the public while reducing the
military risk to a minimum. Under no cir
cumstances does the Government publish in
formation which is known to be untrue.
Under no circumstances does the Government
withhold news from publication on the
^ound that the news Is bad or depressing.
When news is deliberately withheld. It is
withheld for reasons of military security.
Cooimittee on War Information
Representing the departments and
agencies most actively engaged in the
war effort, the Committee on War In
formation is composed as follows:
Cfiairman, Archibald MacLelsh, Director,
Office of Pacts and Figures; James C. Dunn,
Adviser on Political Relations to the Secre
tary of State; Ferdinand Kuhn, Assistant to
the Secretary of the Treasury; John J, Mc-
Cloy, Assistant Secretary of War; Adial Ste
venson, Special Assistant to the Secretary
of the Navy; L. M. C. Smith, Chief, Special
Defense Unit, Department of Justice; Lowell
Mellett, Director, Office of Government Re
ports; Wayne Coy. Liaison Officer, Office for
Emergency Management; Oscar Cox. General
Counsel. Office of Lend-Lease Administration;
Capt. Robert E. Kintner, U. S. A., Board of
Facts and Figures; Robert E. Sherwood. Dep
uty Coordinator of Information; Dean James
M. Landls. Executive Director, Office of Civil
ian Defense; and Nelson A. Rockefeller.
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
Some news must be withheld
The committee's announcement for the
first time tells the American public why
certain nev/s can be given out and why
other types of news must be temporarily
withheld.
Briefiy summarized, the announcement
explains that in cases of action at sea,
news of the destruction of American com
bat vessels will be published only when
such publication will be of no value to
the enemy. In any case, publication will
bo delayed 48 hours from the time the
Navy Department has had opportunity
to start notifying the next of kin.
Damage to American combat vessels
will be reported when the damage occurs
in sight of the enemy, but the extent of
the damage will not ordinarily be released
until repairs have been made.
In the case of merchant ship losses,
the names and tonnages of vessels ordi
narily will not be released, and news of
losses will not be given out until the Navy
Department, Maritime Commission, and
the owners have been notified, and the
next of kin have had opportunity to re
ceive word concerning casualties.
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The announcement states:
It must be remembered that details of ac
tion at sea are rarely received until days, and
even weeks, after the action has been con
cluded, because radio signals enable the
enemy immediately to locate the position of
our ships in combat areas. Full details od
any significant action are released as soon
as practicable, but these details are rarely
available until the vessels Involved have
returned to port.
On sinking of enemy submarines
The announcement clarifies the much-
discussed policy concerning news of the
sinking of enemy submarines. Whereas
the destruction or damage of enemy sur
face vessels will be reported as soon as
verified, news of the sinking or probable
destruction of enemy submarines will or
dinarily be withheld for three reasons:
First, the difficulty of verifying such sink
ings; second, because withholding news
of submarine sinkings has an "adverse
psychological effect on the enemy"; and
lastly, because if the enemy knows that a
submarine has been sunk, he will be able
to send another submarine promptly to
replace it.
News concerning air actions will list
American planes lost in the air, but planes
lost on the ground will not be immedi
ately reported. The reason for this dis
tinction is that enemy airmen have
difficulty in verifying damage occurring
to grounded planes.
Prompt reports on laud action
The promise was made that informa
tion concerning action on land will be
given out as fully and as promptly as
possible:
Where possible, such information will in
clude enemy casualties, a statement as to
enemy forces engaged and as to positions won
or lost. It wlU not ordinarily Include the
strength and distribution of our forces, as
this would give information of value to the
enemy.
Among the topics on which news posi
tively will be withheld are the movements
of ships and troops and prospective
action.
In addition to the war production com
muniques, to be published by the War
Production Board, there will also be is
sued information concerning the ship
building program. This information will
come from the Maritime Commission.
It was explained that specific informa
tion concerning contract awards, the
locations of war industries, supplies of
strategic materials, and production
schedules would be withheld because the
publication of such news would be of
great aid to the enemy.
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Pedm oil uses are restricted after
1 to conserve U. S. su
To conserve the supply of palm oil,
which is generally imported from over
seas, the consumption of palm oil after
April 1 has been limited to certain speci
fied uses by General Preference Order
M-59, issued March 20 by the Director
of Industry Operations.
On and after April 1, the only per
mitted uses of palm oil will be as fol
lows, xmless other uses are specifically
authorized by the Director of Industry
Operations: (1) The manufacture of tin
•^late, terneplate, long terneplate, steel
sheets, steel strip and black plate; (2)
Any manufacturing process in which
glycerine is produced where the amount
of glycerine remaining in the product
does not exceed 1.5 percent.
Proceseins also restricted
During the rest of the month of March,
no company may use more palm oil than
enough to bring its use for the whole
month up to the monthly average of 1941.
Processing of palm oil is also restricted
to amounts necessary to meet normal
production schedules of manufacturers
who process for permitted uses.
Anyone who had in his inventory on
the day before issuance of this order more
than 30,000 pounds of palm oil is re
quired to set aside and hold, subject to
the direction of the Director of Industry
Operations, 20 percent of the total
amount.
On or before April 15, every such per
son must make a full report of his in
ventory of palm oil to the War Produc
tion Board on Form PD-355. Copies of
this form will be available in Washing
ton or field ofQces of the War Production
Board soon after April 1.
★ ★ *
Use of oils with high laurk
acid content curbed
Use of cocoanut oil, babassu oil, palm
kernel oil and other oils with a high
lauric acid content has been restricted
by General Preference Order M-60. issued
March 20 by the Director of Industry
Operations.
Because these oils provide a high yield
of glycerine, which is needed for war pur
poses, the order prohibits any use of such
oils which does not produce glycerine,
or in which the amount of glycerine re
maining in the product exceeds 1.5 per
cent on an anhydrous soap basis.
* ★ *
Pork seHers given to April 6
to file price lists
All sellers of dressed hogs or wholesale
pork cuts are given an extension until
April 6,1942, to file their price lists under
Temporary Maximum Regulation No. 8
with the Office of Price Administration,
Acting Administrator John E. Hamm an





National labor force, Peb 52, 600,000
Unemployed, Feb 4.000,000
Nonagrlcultural workers, Jan *39,636,000
Percent increase since Jvuie 1940. 11
Farm employment. Mar. 1, 1942. 6,940,000
Percent decrease since June 1940 25
Jrtmjiltona
FINANCE Qf dollars
Authorized program June 1940-Mar.





Industrial facilities 14, 006
Merchant ships 7,660
Pests, depots, etc 7,074
Stock pile, food exports 6.126




Total expenditures, June 1940-Mar.
15, 1942 *21,098
Sales of Defense Bonds end Stamps
Cumulative, May 1941-Feb. 1942.. 4,439
February 1942 742
PRODUCTION
June lom lo latest rcpoillncr date oj dollars
Paid on contracts, Feb. 28 *16,150
Gov. commitments for plant expan
sion; 850 projects. Jan. 31 7.123
Private commitments for plant ex
pansion; 4,744 projects. Jan. 31. 1,547






ings ess. 10 36.1
Average hours worked
per week 41.5 10.7
Average hourly earn
ings 80.1# 19.2
Cost of Living, Jan. liidea
1335-39=100) 112.6 12.0
• Preliminary.
** Preliminary and excludes autboiizationB
in Naval Supply Act for fiscal year 1943.
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